ff iestrueiion
by Lisa Hallee
three
student body. The continued harassment of
lampposts
along
of
- Tto^dest^
what few minority students Colby has does
the path to the west end of campus comprised
effectively negate whatever positive steps
*
the major- portion of a weekend vandalism
these groups may make toward'encouraging
in
nearly
one
thousand
spree which resulted
rmhority students to attend Colby.
do_ij_ :s wortii of damage to the caimpus.
In Smith's opinion , the only solution to the
;Windows in both Miller Library and a
problems
evident' at Colby/ lies in the full
science building were destroyed. In Johnson,
c
oo
peration
of all groups at Colby: the
students "put their fists through several
faculty,
the
students
and the administration.
windows:^
The
incidents
on
campus
have not occurred
o£Darialawn: is now a pile of rubble.
Solely
as
the
result
of
academic
pressure or of
however,
campus,
to
the
damage
Physical
the abuse of alcohol, as^is often the excuse.
j sivnot jthe only destruction evident. The
They occur , Smith explains, because some
harassment of Debbie Nelson continued as
people on ca mpus "have little regard for
J
another threaternng note \yas found on her
individual rights and community spirit." All
v
doot Thursday night;
students are subject to academic pressure,
;_h fre_porise to these incidents, Dean of
but "rio matter how frustrated "some students
Students Earl Smith has noted the formation
¦
get, they don't go out and destroy things."
and solidification of a divided campus.
Smith sees the most important device
tm' one side he: sees groups working in
available
to Colby in deterring destructive
positive directions toward improving life at
behavior
as
peer pressure. He finds it difficult
he
sees
a
Colby'fbr aUrOpposing these efforts,
:
to
believe
that
blatant acts of vandalism such
noticeable
more
sometimes
but
smaller,
group bent on destroying whatever positive as the ones which occurred last weekend went
completely unnoticed. Smith's attitude is that
gains may be made.
_ to
two
"by not turning in responsible students; their
examples illustrate his
Smith^uses
fellow students are condoning their actions." One of the lampposts which was mutilatedoh the Colby Camp usthis past weekend. Photo by Fra nkHowell
point;? jflie 'first " is that a group of" ad' This indirect guilt combined with the fact
ministrators and students formulated and had
damages done are paid for with tuition
that
begun to ^implement a program aimed at
r
makes
the entire student body,responsible for
on
campus.
lighting
improving
the
actions
of a few individuals.
Simultaneously, a group of students decided
According
to Smith, we are in a "no win
to tear down existing lighting on one path of
situation."
On
the one hand, he is hesitant to
campus. According to Smith, this destruction
promote
a
more
divided community by enmoney
spending
of
student
brings the further
couraging the pointing of fingers of acon lighting which will probably be torn down
cusation. On the other hand, destructive insoon a^fter its installation. •
His other example is the fact that groups cidents, like these will stop only if the comWaterville Mayor Paul R. LaVerdiere was Government Prof. Albert A. Mayrinac , who
munity takes action against the responsible
have been formed with the goal of changing
elected
. to a second term with 3960 votes, had 2164 votes, by an almost two-to-one
,
the homogeneous composition, of Colby's individuals.
carried all seven wards, defeating Colby margin.
LaVerdiere told a group of supporters, as
quoted in the Morning Sentinel, "Throughout
the campaign I've made the commitment that
I'd work as hard and diligently as I have over
the past two years, and I want to repeat that
pledge to you again tonight. "
Masainac told the Sentinel, "It was a good
campaign. I enjoyed it thoroughly, asl think
my whole team did. "
. In other election results, Joey Joseph, son of
John and Mary Joseph of the Spa, was elected
to the City Coucil from Ward 3. Joseph cap,
Z-Z : : : - '\ : ;' Z' V ZZ hy Llsa Ober
tured 556 votes; his opponent, Laurent
L'Heureux, had 422.
commemorates Colby graduate Elijah Parish
^;';^theriiie.W-.'. Fahning will receive the 1979
: The referendum question calling for the
Lovejoy who/ was America's first martyr to
Elijah:Parish Lovejoy Award oh November .'
repeal of Maine's Bottle Bill was defeated.
freedom of the press. Lovejoy, born in Albion,
15. ; This editor and publisher Of The
Statewide unofficial returns reported 27,761
Maine,' was killed in Alton, Illinois, in 1837 by
Anchorage (Alaska) Dally News, Fanning is
votes in favor of the repeal, and 170,604 opby
angered
a
crowd
his
editorial
against
the second woman to receive this annual
¦''';¦;; ' ' ¦:¦; ' :• . ' : - '" ' "
'
posed.
In Waterville, 824
were in favor, and
slavery.
award
given
'Z
Z
.
<
.
to a member of the newspaper
.
. Jl ,*
. :\.
, • ¦ . ¦ •> ' •
3517
were
opposed,
- pwfessloniv ^Katheririe Graham' of Th e*
The Lovejoy Award honors achievement in
Washington (D.C.), Post was the oilier woman
the
fields of ', editing; . reporting; and in¦ Lovejbyrwipie^
,?v;> - -¦¦ " ¦•ZZZ : ZZ K: , , Z terpretative
writing. Recipients are chosen by
<t
v
a
selection
committee chaired by, Thomas
..
5 i Fanning led her papei; to a 1976 Pulitzer
/
Wit-hip,.,
the
editor of Tlie Boston Globe.
Prize"Gold . Medal" forr'; merltous 'public
service yrtth a 15-article series^ "Empire : > ' Other, committee members are 'Robert H.
EBtabruck, publisher and ethtor of The
, Tho^Alaska Teamsters Story. '' The aeries
¦
¦ ¦ ¦'
Lalteville ( Conn.) Journal, Robert M. White!
•¦ , .
: 'j ' :' ' •!- •' ' " .
^investigated the growth "and Influence of the
.' • - : ¦ ' •
. '
II, editor and publisher of Tho Mexico ,
teamsters; union in^ Al«wka!s economy and"
Colby Unite, a statement of problems and
(Missouri) , ,Ledger, ;Eugene C. Patterson,
politics; i the union, whose membership, had
issues facing Colby College is in this week's
editor and president of the St. Petersburg v
ECHO (back page) . The statement has been
^ i^
(Fla.) Timesi President William C. Cotter, ,
has pension and .fund - Investments of nearly
endorsed by almost all of Colby's major
- 'i and Robert" N, Anthony, chairman of the '
$10d,mllii6hin differentstateactlvitlos:
student
organizations and copies have been
^
Colby Board of Trustees;
, ; J
sent to ail faculty and administrators.
The Dally News, witMte news'staffof 20 and
A community meeting has-been called to
a circulatioh ofTQ,_00, [has won other dlstin- , f i The committee makes the,i-ovejoy v Award;
address
the problems and issues raised in the
,
;
;
pnaging
integrity^
;
the basis of
craftsmanship,
r , ctions: *the , Asaoclatod Pres?
¦*two: on
KatherineFaming,
Lovej
oyAward
Wnner
;
;
statement
and to develop directions and
,;.,
in
cj
ioracter
lhtdUgehce,
courage
'
\rWd*
* ^E(j_t6r.-ii i public!• service :Z awMa^
proposals;
for
change/ It will :. lie held on
•
City
rej^rtirigj^r
pu
N.J>
editing;
Atiantic
of
the
Awards
v Headlihera
b^
The Convocation for Fanning will be held on
; ? Press Cliib; arid the;Alaska Press Club public
) ; '!Ali oit^itlie -26 ¦ Lw^c^ ; Feil6ws'have alsoJ Thursday; November 15, 1979; at 8 pm. In the Monday, Nov. '12. " at '9:00 PM to Given
'Auditorium ancr flu concerned members of tlie
.; service trophir for six consecutiveycarsi-f |v
receivedI ahi hbribrary degree
from
Colby,'
Given
Auditorium.
A
reception
in
tho
Museum
"Colby
community are invited to attend. >
^
;
¦
¦
¦
' .j llie
alongwlth ttietovejoy award, ' "; !
; , of Art will follow.
^
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Pass/Fail

^H-___B

byJane Eklund
When this year's Seniors graduate in May, student opinion. "
all';;, traces of Z. die; pass-fail option ;lor
But another ECHO, headline from Feb. 17,
distribution requirementswill disappear. The 1977 issue, reports the outcome of the faculty
option -.was initiated in 1972, when the faculty vote .on the motion: "Faculty Dumps Passvoted to iip the credit hour requirementffom Fail." The vote was 68 in favor of abolishing
105 to 120 in order to provide flexibility for Pass-Fail for distribution requirements, and
independent, non-traditional study. " \ZZ.Z- Z- 24 opposed.^ _ ,
.- The decision to limit pass-fail to .npn : - An editorial from the same issije reads:
required courseis was made in March,,1977, in "The students' voices were heard last
the face of a student protest movement, November 16,-when the EPC struck- down the
organized by a group called* "The Common Pass-Fail removal proposal by a 7-5 vote, with
Sense Group," which culminatedjn a student all four student members present-opposed;
_
sit-in in Eustis. Z ^
However it is clear that the stiident voices
"
The l motion to J'Kill r Pass-Fail," as a were not* ) heard- last hig^tj as tiie faevdiy
November 18, 1976ECHO headline puts it, was overturned the E_^'s decisioh;->This raises
initiated in the Educational Policy Com- two very important qu^tions.-First, wlrat is
mittee; t At a November 16 meeting, the EPC the.'power!of the EPC,raid more in-pprtantly;
voted to defeat the pro^sal. > Stu-A Com- is there any student input-in decisions conmittee Chairperson Mike . Viniconis was cerning educational policy ? f.'i 1
r
quoted in the article: "This is an example of - In response to the faculty's action, a^roup
how essential it is to have student of students called;tlie Common Sense Grpup;
representation within the college committee organized a student meetingJwhich 'was held
system..^ Obviously, this decision affected on Feb. 28,: 1977. \Students at the meeting
every student on campus, and the student decided to hold a demonstration outside of the
representatives did- a good job of reflecting March 9th faculty; jneeting, iii', ah'¦effort to
show.student sentiment toward the Pass-Fail'
in the
issue arid,the ^ rple;;of studentopinion
:
'
decisibn-malriiSgprocess.
Z.- Z Z '
Z
~
! The following week, almost 250 students
gathered outside-of the faciflty^m^tinglinP
Lovejoy ^; Before theakmeeting," B. and - G;
worker ,had set up sr^ ers.iaM ^m
to broadcast the proce^in^to;^ students:
by Jeremy Beale
One of the first acts of the minting ;
and;
the
outside^
Seminar
Committee,
some
of
which
side to the alumni's position as regards Colby.
are merely functional , performing suchtasks was a mation;to^^ suspend rules and broadcast
With a growing debate on the quality of
According to Mr. Stevenson, last year the
"
as awarding a "Colby brick'J_tb analumha(e) the meeting. .The motion was .first jpresiuhed
education and life at Colby and the increase in alumni donations, minus the expenses of the
It
J
passed,
with
a
vote
of
62
was
distinguished
by
for/S-^gairist.
service
tb"the college. But
student activity on grampus, a. number of Alumni Relations Office,- amounted to bet-!
some- of them, and one in particular - the then noted -that ;a twq-thirds majority; was
epithets and ideas have been passing around ween approximately 450 and 500 thousand
Executive Committee; headed by President of necessary, to suspend a by-law. -Tli^ :
on the institutional structure of the college.
dollars.
the Council, John Cornell 065)\nd composed had failed by twoyotes;; ..;, Z<yZ <^tZZ: :Z^.
At times, they have been vague and im,_
This year .after tuition "and endowment
¦i The students^-outside! : r^ixm_ !ed;wth a
precise. This article is an attempt to clarify income have been subtracted, the estimated of the chairmen of- all the various other
committees
are
particularly
in "rpar " to the first anhbun'(^eht;ti_%tv.'tihe;
the influence of one group - the alumni - and Colby budget will be in deficit, according to
¦ '¦: 'r '- "~ . influential
¦
'
:
'
'
,
'
"
:
.
;¦>>
college
policy.
•
->
•
"/: T" motion to broadcast had beerl^ pass^, ac'V>
their relation to the institutional structure of Mr. Stevenson, by about $534,000. .This
It
is
the
very
indirectly
elected
Executive
the Colby community.
cording to! tiie first annquricement that tile
amount which represents approximately 5tf
Committee mat v lias real power in affecting motion to broadcast bad[ been passed^ acThe alumni are an important group in the percent of the college's maintenance costs or
the Colby community. It selects alunina(e) to cording ; to the March 10th ECHO;- Their
consideration of what Colby "is"•. it is.they, a little less than 30 percent of its financial aid,
serve on committees-fbr the college (such as reaction to the second annouricemeht-that the
after all, who have gone to Colby and have had will probably have to be covered by alumni
the EPC and Financial Aid) and for the Board motion had actually failed-rwai$
to translate and extend that experience to the contributions.
. ,..
.: "a ch orus of
of
Trtistees (such as the Development b00S." ' . " :';,;/ .y .Z- - '^ ' -^ZZ Z^ZZZ.Z^Zworking world. And, of course, they give
In a period when, inflation is rising and
Committee arid the Nominating Committee
Student, participant Aaron Leberiger was
financial support to the college, assist in business is depressing, the college will
w ' ;
for the Board of Trustees).
quoted in^the ECHOi ''1 respect and admire
admissions and recruitment programs, and become increasingly dependent upon the
It is the Nommating Committee that every the .,Colby faculty for taking pur desires; in
ar e genera l "ambassa dors" for the college. benevolence of its former students.; The
year selects three members of the Board of mind, butthe vote to deny student access to
They, are-ibecomingincreasingly involved in financial generosity of the alumni will no
Trustees for terms of three years each. Thus, the faculty meeting on a parlimentary point,
placement programs for graduated students doubt be stirred by their fond memories of
out
of the thirty-one possible total members of when the yofe was that large.:in favor of it;
and even help with summer jobs and Jan their college life,and the desire that those who
the
Board, th ere are rare ly this man y% th e undercuts the faculty 's own dignity. Onie
help
to
legal
are here now be able to fully appreciate that
plans. They, have also provided
Committee
choosesnearly a third.'An d it was thing I learned here was what Emerson said,
thecollege.
life. But it will also depend, in part, on their
this committee thatspent hours with the final
'A foolish consistency isCtMe hobgoblinof little
On its part, the college sponsors various wish to participate in guiding the college
five presidential candidates^ finally saying,. mindsi' The faculty should think about that/'
organizational and recreational facilities for through their vision of what its 4ife and exThe following Monday, 30 students held a
according to Mr. Stevenson, that unless Cotter
alumni, th rough . the - Office ' of Alumni periences should be like. The budget deficit
sit-in
in the hall outside of President Strider*'s
(Colby
was
c
h
osen
t
h
e
w
h
o
le selection pr ocess would
Relations, headed by Frank Stevenson
provides alumni with some measure of room
" •¦" •
office in Eustis while^^ Strider met with a fourhave to be reopened;
'62) . -The Office handles the organization of with which to determine the actual imThere are aboutT5,000 alumni. Obviously, member delegation of students. According to
the five year class reun ions, as well as grou p plementation of Colby educational principles.
not
all of these, are active in; .the Alumni the March 17 ECHO, the sit-in was convened
hips overseas with a professor who will be
There alrea dy exists an apparatus for
Association or the affairs of the college. In to ^' impress the ; President; with the ; imable to provide the alumni with ah informed alumni input (conceptual that is, as di st inct
fact , the striking thijig is how few individuals portance :^bf.: the ?,iprpbl^ v ofr ltit;ud&it
and educational perspective,
from monetary which comes in many difThere is also being developed a system ferent ways) into the functioning of the are actually active, in the Council in general representation,in the decision making process
where by f acu lty members an d some stu dents college. This apparatus is rather complex, and the Executive Committeein partieular>in hereatO(dby:' :^;;;;:gt^
foea lumni-collegerelationship;^ .;
't- Z*: Z Jeff Gottsfeld, one of thestuderits who spoke
will visit the'various alumni clubs around the far reaching and effected by only a very few
Because of th e growing dependence of th e with Strider; reported .''We didn't accomplish
country (the New York club is hoping to get people. Though all people who have been at
the Colby Eight of Glee Club to visit), and the Colby for at least one year, can belong to the college upon the financial generosity of the anything. It's hard to get a.sense of vyhether
Pres ident h as always ma de re gular tours of Alumni Association, ft is the Alumni Council, alumni, it will have to rely on the goodwill of, he thinks there is a problemi; From here on in
if not • many of the alumni, those few in- we cart "decide what to db;;we,fiave a seh_ ieof
the clubs. ,
composed of about 105representative!elected
" Such "programs
as these re present th e by each of the classes every five years , thaTis dividuals who can call forth the dollars. Most hew^hei ¦ feels; 1;Thei ;siBnseTr go^ froni' the
likely) alumni participation in the college's meeting was that Strider feels students are
congenial nature of th e re lat ionship between the organizational body of the Association.:
represented:.adequately,, We\talked of equal
Colby and its alumni. But, as with most social , The Council members form various com- affairs will increase, -According to an article
relationships, there is a more hard-headed mittees , such as the Alumni Fund Committee in last Saturday's Morning Sentinel, alumni representation: the President insisted that
participation in the 1979 Annual Fund was 40.2
the faculty make the decisions.: But, he feels
percen t , a rise
of
5.7
percent
oyer
the
roorpii for Achange.V i(Sbttsfekl^was
previous,
there's:
yearvj;^' \:Z: -; '¦>.. '.ZZ: . ' ^Z.ZZZ upZ 'ZZZ ;-.: ¦;:; ;j:> .^uotedtn tfe'Maroh-lTBCTp^/os^rV :^
Stevenson said that alumni "who are aware , ¦ > .•• Beginning the next falty with the>class;of;
of wliat is going on and are prepared to help l«Jl--students who werei stlll in higfrscifobl in
and advise" are influential
at Colby --not just the spring of* I977«the Pass-Fail option was
Times
&
Downcast
Main
e
"...indispu tably the finest dining in the wateryille area..."
thebig dbn6r9.v-;"r;' ;' ;v' r; :' ;:,-; ,:vr ' :- y 'Z^i'Z' '-^.^ discontinued for required courses^:'Z^ZZZ.\ ;

by Peter Forman
Most of Monday night's meeting was
Sinapi pointed put that the present proposal
devoted to discussion on the, draft of student
is
general "because we are trying to develops
grievances which has been written by an
broad
base of support among students and
independent group of students. Group leaders
faculty.
The last thing we want to do is to start
'
Dick Sinapi and Phil Lee were present at
a
discussion
with the-tihes already drawn.
Monday's meeting to explain the group's
is
not
a
This
Jwe--they_'_issue but concerns
plans and answer any questions. The imeverybody.
As
:discussions with faculty and
mediate question was what role the Stu-A
students
continue
, "the lines' of reform, will
Executive Board would play in the issue.
become apparent.-Rather than direct campus
opinion to meet pur points of viewwe want to
Executive Board Chairman Scot Lehigh
let campus opinion direct the points of view
wanted to know "what kind of specifics would
and; recomrnenda tioris vwhich , are finally
result > from the group's efforts. " Lee
^
presented
to the Administration.'? In a
responded that "right now this is very general
unanimous
vote the Board supported
the
and only addresses the present environment
:,;,;.-.. '.'.. - ';.. .- ¦
current draft.
at Colby. The next step is to try and identify
the specific problems and try to find
to other business, SocM Life Chairman
jesp onsible_ solutions to those problems." He
Eric Ertman informed the Board that there
also added that "this group is not trying to
will be no more Pjub Acts, si\eh as live enhinder any other group, such as the
tertainment, in the Pub "because of the
Educational Policy Committee;-instead, we
damage, from an event during Homecoming
are trying to open up one more avenue which
~
Weekend."
might result in meaningful change."
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concerned individuals to Write to - their
0-• " Women's Athletics was ^thelopic of a p»ahelV Congressmen
to facilitate action.
s
Group
discussion sponsored by the. Women'
Walsh,
Holland,
and DeMarco discussed the
last Sunday night. :.
- i . .,. , ,: , _
psychological aspects. '.of women's athletics in
The panelists were,Stephanie Walsh, head
coach of the Harvard,Women's!Swim Team; . addition to ' the economic progressions
and
ZZ'^j
and Z:pr 0e^.Z , 'ZZZ. -p ZZZ^ZZZ "Z ' - ZZZ^
. Darcy ;-'HoUai$,;#^
:
: ,. The panel was jni agreement that women
Ceeeha DeMai^
athletes can go much further today than only
W6riae#s• Baske^
women's
five
years ago ^because of' their , hard-won
:
of.
active
piarticip^
¦
acceptance! Walsh commented that the,"Fear
• . '• athletics...^' . C/-^
Of
Success" notion has dissipated. Because
The panelists -were initially questioned on "society is^angirig,
ho longer fear
which has _iad a being a winner"as oncewomen
the progression
i of Title IX
was
the
case.
?
major impact on Women s Athletics. Title IX
vj
DeMarco
added
that
-omen
coaches and
states that "No person in the United States trainers have helped women athletes
gain
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from cpnfidence . She sirohgly emphasized
the
need
participation in, be denied benefits of, or be • for ''women role models,
''
conceding
that
if
" subjected -/ t o ; discrirninatioriZ under any a male-4s-'
better
qualified
for
a
position
he
educational program or activity receiving should have it, but in equal situations women
™
^ federal financial assistance." •
coaches for women's teams should be sought.
DeMarco explained that Title TX presently
Holland , bla.zirig her own trail in women's
is "really and truly in limbo becatuse HEW athletics as participant, coach, and now
hasn't made any firm guidelines for it." The trainer (of men and women) , posed an inhold-up is with spending decisions: Dollar-for- triguing question to the attendants.
"Whatare
dollar matchingbetween men's and women's you first, a woman or an athlete?"
athleti? programs^ is- "nonsensical."; VVhp noted that for male athletes thereHolland
is no
decides what monetary allocation nieets a distinction, but for women athletes the terms
V prpgram's heeds; however, is vague under "woman'' and "athlete
" are still often concurrent HEW policies. The panel urged sidered mutually exclusive.
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by Susan Erb
' The tasks of defining the "mission" of the remarked that the importance of this study
Colby curriculum, locating problems, and was to understand "how the curriculum has
•¦-agreeing on a viable method of attack to developed to its presentform."
®alleyiate those problems, were the center of
The second committee report, a chart of
discussion at Tuesday's four and one half hour NESCAC schools (Middlebury, Williams,
Wesleyan, Trinity, Tufts, Bowdoin, Bates,
Educational Policy Committee meeting ! ;
Three subcommittees reported on their Hamilton, Amherst, ~ and Colby), was
work, Student !member Josie Quintrell ex- presented by Assistant Dean of Faculty Sonya
plained a chart which showed the evolution of Rose. The chart showed a similarity among
the schools in length of the semester (the
the Colby curriculum since 1952. The major
changes included: 1956 — campus-wide majority were 12 to 121/. weeks long) , and in
required comprehensive examinations; 1961 sufficient class time required (three hours per
— Jan Plan auhd the 5-1-5 course load; 1966 — week). The reading periods varied from two
end of campus-wide required comps, and the class days to one week (Bowdoin and
introduction of an independent tutorial Wesleyan) .Six of the nine schools had a four
program ( terminated in 1969); 1968 — the course per semester load, and five had a
institution of the 15 credit-hour semester Winter or Short term, comparable to Colby's
system; 1969 — semester' course load was Jan Plan.
reduced to!, 13 credit-hours, with a
Rose also presented a brief explanation of
corresponding reduction
of
division changes at Wesleyan, Amherst and Mid(humanities, natural science, or social dlebury which "reflect an emphasis on
^ cience) requirements;1969i J-f the Center for general"education,'' by introducing freshman
"
year foundations courses and requiring upCoordinated.Studies (terminated in 1977);
1971— the "flexibleis"- credit system; 1972 —- perelassmen to complete a concentration
outside their major. >
15cretUt-hour per semester system returned;
Professor Bruce Fowles mentioned that in
Prpfessor Peter Harris also presented the
the '60's, "freshmen seminars were offered in committee with a chart which outlined the
lieu .pfi 'lOO1 level iconns^;" The'main .ob- state of curriculum;; at" an ot her grou p of
jective was to. give the freshman a broad, schools: Dartmouth, Grinnell, Pomona, Yale,
multi-faceted foundation, as an introduction BrandeiSi MIT, Princeton, and Harvard . The
to his college ¦career; President Cotter chart showed a greater variation in tlie length

DeMarco concluded the discussion with
encouragement and optimism for the future of
women's athletics. She stressed the necessity
of "working hard for what you want" because
of the semester and reading periods (from one
day to 17 days). Only MIT had a winter or
short term, and the majority were on a tour
course per semester system, with no specific
credit-hour system. Harris discussed at
length the newly introduced curriculum at
Harvard, which reflects a movement toward
general, multi-disciplinary education at the
freshmen and upperclass levels.'
Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Dean of Faculty Paul Jenson noted that while
the new developments at Harvard have actually adhered to traditional educational
basics, "it's the way that these foundations
are presented that is changing" and the
significant mechanical alteration has been to
{ "separate the distribution requirements of
• freshmen from the upperelassmen."
With this background material assimilated
into a cogent and useful form, Cotter moved
that the next task of the committee was to
decide which aspects of the Colby curriculum
required immediate consideration by the
committee. He presented the group with a
"shopping list" of areas that "have been
described to him by various officials as
problem areas — places for improvement or
change." New sub-committees of faculty and
students .will be formed to examine these
areas and draw proposals to be presented to
the faculty for approval. .

Photo by Frank Howell
"it's going to get better. ""Quipped DeMarco,
"We've got a piece of cake and we haven't
even touched the frosting."
While Cotter stressed the importance of
campus-wide faculty participation in these
committees "since the success of the
proposals depends on faculty approval,"
Dave Silk and Josie Quintrellemphasized the
need for student input.
Silk added, "The sense of community many
people on campus are trying to foster would
be greatly aided by . students and faculty
working together on important curriculum
concerns."
Professor Harris pointed out, "What we are
really looking at is the relation between what
the curriculum offers in relation to the student
body make-up," An even more fundamental
concern was stated by Board of Trustees
representative to the EPC Al Palmer: "What
we are trying to do is improve the relationship
(interaction) between the faculty member
and the student."
The four new subcommittees will divide as
follows: (1) Course Workload and Jan Plan;
(2) Required courses — specifically the
English and Foreign Language requirement;
(3) the distribution requirement; (4)* the
maj or and senior year topics.
The committees are still being constituted,
and members haven't determined -specific
concerns yet. Student; faculty and alumni
in
input will be gathered by the committees
¦¦
¦¦
r
the form of a survey. -
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CURRENT
OPPORTUN ITIES:

• starting salary up to $13,500;
Increases to $22,000 in 4 years
x
. • NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
• 3D days V paid vacation
- annually
j
_ a
% • BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
P
* Pr °"
'
v
• AVIATION • LAW • NURSING
" ¦' .- " Snm
• MEDICAL SCHOOL
superior
family
health
plan
•
, • more responsibility and leadSCHOLARSHIPS
•
'-V^'V e INTELLIGENCE
c_ohIi> opportunities
«
d
1
«• I__?«lit_r«— ! t'-^
<
• CIVILENGINEERING
SHIPBOARD
OPERATIONS
•
• ptcstlfle^nd personal oroUrth
¦ . ., !¦ ¦ . '¦
• .¦; ' .' ..; potential , .
•
;
If
this
sounds
like
your
kind of opportunity.
;
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ask your Placement Officer to set up an interview with a Navy
representative when he visits the campus on:
¦zz r
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or contact your Navy representative at (617) 223-6216 collect^
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Suspects Charged
In Klan Killings
Police have arrested 14 suspects thus far in
connection with the killing of four men at a
"Death to the Klan" rally held over the
weekend.
Another 10 men were wounded during the
incident when armed whites broke up the
rally with gunfire. Police say Some of the
suspects are avowed Ku Klux Klan members ,
while local Klan leaders claim they belong to
other right-wing groups , including Nazis.
Civil rights organizations have blamed tha t
attack on resumed KKK activity and the
laxity of law enforcement officials .
Twelve of the suspects have been charged
with first-degree murder , carrying a possible
death sentence, and two with conspiracy to
commit murder!
'

Iranians Hold
U.S. Embassy

Iranian students overran the American
Embassy in Teheran Sunday, seizing staff

IRC :

members as hosta ges. They were reportedly
the shah to
demanding that the U.S. return
'y .y - .. -^ : Z:] : ':[
Iran for trial.
A few hours after the embassy was invaded
Iranian demonstrators chained themselves
inside the Stat iisof Libert y in New York to.
protest the exiledshah's prescence in the city.
He is being hospitalized there for cancer
treatment.

Cairter Seeks Aid
For Chrysler
The Carter administrati on has asked for
Congressional approv al of $1.5*.billion in loan
guara ntees for the financially troubled
Chrysler Corporatio n.
The administration , worried over the effects of possible layoffs on the nation 's
economy, decided .Thursday to double the
previous $750 million maximum of aid it
would support.
Treasury Secretary G. William Miller said
the government inter vention was justified
because , "this is a unique situation...that
stands on its own merits. The alternative

costs are more- onerous to our country than
the risk of losing loan guara ntees." The
guarantees represent the lar gest "bailout "ever
for a United Statra corporation.

Pentagon
Abandons Cntbaek
After a three year struggle to phase down
Loring Air Force Base the Departmen t of
Defense announced last Wednesday it has
agreed to keep the base at full strength.
Senators Cohen and Muskie, who had opposition to the proposed cutback , said Pentagon officials were avoiding likely
congressional reversal of the proposed cutback. The strategic importance of Loring 's
pr oximity to the Soviet Union was given as the
reason for the reversal .

Military Coup
In Bolivia

Oh Thursday, the government of Walter
Guevara , Bolivia's first democratically
elected president in 10 years , was overthrown

in a coup led by right-wing Colonel Alberto!
' ,; '* ,; " •' ' • . . .;-|" ' ' ' - . ' - ' ' ' ' :: - " - :
Natusch. •¦¦.
Natusch promised freedom for political
parties in Bolivia. Militar y units throughout
the country seemed to be suppor ting the coup.
Thomas Reston ,; Stote - VDepartm ent
spokesman, says the United States ' "would
deplore any disruption in Bolivia's political
process. " We will be reviewing our relations
with Bolivia as events develop."

;' :\Maj bnty;Fay6-^' .
¦
¦
Moratoriiiiii; ;;: .?
An Associated Press - NBC News poll shows
that a majority " of Americans favor- ; a
moratorium on the building
of nuclear power
. ; . . ! _ ~~T' .. . -:¦ ¦ • . ¦ , .
plants. ;¦' .
Fifty-seven percent of the 1,600 interviewed
by telephone favored , a moratorium , 36
favored : were opposed, and 7 percent un; '\ ' ¦:•
;:, (; ¦-• ' ;.
decided. ' .
.
A report by president Carter 's Three Mile
Island Commission calls for reorganization of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission but stops
short of recommendin g a moratorium.

Zimbabwe—Rhodesia
by Chih-ChienHsu

Oh Wednesday, November 14, the International Relations Club will hold a symposium on the current situatio n in ZimbabweRhodesia. There will be two keynote speakers
representin gthe opposing sides iii ZimbabweRhodesia.
Representing the Salisbur y Administration
of Zimbabwe-Rhodesia will be Mr. Robert
Morris; Chairman of the American-Zimbabwe
Rhodesian Association. Mr. Morris will be
speakin g at 4:00 p.m. in the Smith-RobinsHurd room in Roberts Union. Mr - Morri s was
an observer for the Association durin g the
April elections in Zimbabwe-Rhodesia and
has also recently completed a book on the
current situation there.
Representing the Patriotic Front of Zimbabwe will be Mr. Ncube, Assistant Director
of the Zimbabwe African People's Union, (or
Z.A.P. U., headed by Joshua Nkomo ) office in
North America . ( Mr. Calistus Ndovlu, the
Director of the Z.A.P.U. office in Ntorth
America , is currentl y attendin g the -conference on Zimbabwe-Rhodesia in London. If
¦
i
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A British colony, the white minorit y of
Rhodesia unilaterall y declared the countr y's
independence in 1965. No government
recognized the new Rhodesian government , in
which the white minorit y of 250,000 dominated
the government of a nation with 6,000,000
blacks. The British asked for , and received, a
United Nations Securit y Council Resolution
which imposed a mandator y embargo on
trade with Rhodesia. Repeated attem pts by
Britain to brin g about legal and . internationally recognized independence for
Rhodesia has failed.
Several Black nationalist movements tried
durin g the intervenin g years to bring about
majority rule in Rhodesia (or Zimbabwe , the
African- name for the coun tr y). In recent
years , it has increasin gly become an armed
conflict.
In 1978, three of the Black nationalist
leaders entered into negotiation s with the
white minority , government and reached
agreement for a transition to majority rule in
Rhodesia. However , the new constitution
reserved considerable "safe-guards " for the
white minorit y, such as 28 seats in the 100-seat
assembly (the white population constitutes 5

NOW OPENt
y
MB z^. ^

<iesig^

percent of the country 's population ) arid veto
power over any changes in the constitution for
10 years. Elections held in April of 1979 made
Abel Muzorewa the first black Prime Minist er
of the re-named Zimbabwe-Rhodesia.
Two' of the Black Nationa list groups
(JJ5.A.P.U. and Z.A.N.U.) continued the :*
struggle , however , with the conviction that
the new administration , while dominated by
blacks, allowed the white to retain real power.
The new Zimbabwe-Rhodesian government
contends that the " safeguards " are necessar y
to prevent a flight of white skilled labor and
technology.
Thus far , neither the U.S. or Britain has
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recognized the new ' Zimbabwe-Rhodesian
government , hoping to pressure it into giving
a fairer share of power to the Black majority.
The West also fears Soviet '} or ' Cuban intervention in tlie area if a peaceful solution
cannot be found. The "Frortt LineV ¦African
nations, at the same time, are pressuring the
Patriotic Front to negotiate a-settlement
and
¦
end the sbctly war. ; > - • !/ ;' - .•¦:¦¦;¦ ••"¦' ¦ ' ¦ - ' ?" ; -:¦
Tlie opposing sides in tho dispute are
currentl y In their eighth week of negotiati ons
in London , tryin g : one more time for a
peaceful solution to the situation in Zimbabwe-Rhodesia .
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he returns to the U.S. by November 14, he will
represent Z.A.P.U.) Mr. Ncube will speak at
6:30 p.m. in the Smith-Robins-Hu rd room in
Roberts Union.
On Thursday, November 15, the International Relations Club will hold a discussion
session on the current situation in ZimbabweRhodesia in the Dana Dining Hall Confere nce
Room, with partici pation by both ¦students and
faculty.
-. ' • "
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In depen dent Major:

An Option

by Karen Peterson
Maureen Young/ a Colby freshman and
- Portland "native,, was recently awarded.a
$1500 scholarship from a private donation.of
the French Alliance in Portland, Me. This
^
scholarship
will enable her to spend her entire
Jan Plan in-France studying at theJUliance
Francaise, an opportunity that would
otherwise haye been financially impossible
for her.
, As Young explained, "I really wanted to go
on the Paris Jan Plan but I knew I couldn 't
afford-it." After giving the situation some
thought Young decided to talk to her french
professor, Annette Shaw, to see if there was
_ any financial aid available to her.^Professor
wfehaw said, "I looked intovarious possibilities
'.. but found .that there^ete no sdirfarships
avaUable from bu^
v?!
Blitr Yoimg decided,^with the help ~oif
Prdfessor Shaw, to iappeal-tp the Alliance
Francaise for a twelve hundred dollar
scholarship. She received' 4uletter informing
- her that no financial aid was available;
A :few days later/: however^-Maureen's
'. father ^Nicholasi Young received a phone call
telling them;tp disr^ard thele^; Although
the Alliance Francaise ^ has~never given a
scholarship of I this kirid^before; Maureen's
¦efforts were
finally-rewarded with a check for
fifteen hundred dollars. • vC Z^-v ZZ'y y .
""

by Beth Pniewski
The independent major became an option
for Colby students in May 1975when the Colby
faculty passed an independent major
proposal. :. '" ::. '. ' . .
, An independent major can be a variant of a
major already offered- at Colby such as
International Relations from the government
major. This independent major could be
devised with government courses as well as
courses in foreign language and history. Or an
independent major could be devised from a
major problem using several disciplines such
as Technology and Change incorporating
science and social science courses.
After choosing an independent major, a
¦
y
Z
proposal
with'the support of a faculty advisor
'
ZZ
'
z^^
y
Ot^n-Ournber
^y
MBureen^6un&,
who was
.
^
including a description, objectives, means,
a-Young has previously been recognized and jpeaked her senior yearwhen sne received her and curriculum must be written. This
honored by both Deering Hi^h School,; her - high school's "Priz a excellence," awarded proposal must
be submitted to and approved
alma mater and the Pprtlarid Organization of
for outstanding achievements in vFrench. by the Independent
Majors Board.
the Alliarice Francaise for her acWevemeiits
Upon her receivid of this honor , Young,
The
Board
is
chaired
by the Assistant Dean
in french. Her collection of awards include ,having been chosen from a number of can- of Faculty, Sonya Rose,
and consists of six
to
one her freshman year given to! "a promising Z (ttdates from &^
faculty
members
elected
by the faculty and
french student" and a!;certificate for ^exgive a recitation of a French poem and ac- two students representatives
selected by Stuin_
cellence *>ench her sophomore year.
companying slide show before the members A. The Board reviews each
independent
As a jiihior ^she received the "Priz a hon- ' of the Alliance Francaise in the Portland major proposal giving its approval
or disneiir," which iii her description is a "com- _Oiapter
,:.
approval.
petitive award given annually to one student
Uporrher return firornParis, Young hopes to
Rose explains "more and more students are
for each -high'school in Southern Maine."
pursue her interests in french, as this will be coniing to me this year on independent
Young's numerous accomplishments
the concentration of her major at Colby. majors. " At this time.one student majoring in
Russian is the only approved independent
major on campus. Several proposals for independent majors are before the board now.
Last spring the first three students with
independent majors ¦.= -*.graduated. .The intalk villcover.
majors were "International
Dr Kusiak took his Ph.D. tin Biochemistry
Dr. Kusiak will be available the following dependent
''Russian Studies," andJ'The
Relations,"
from George Washington University School of
day (Thursday, November 15) for lunch with Novel as a form
of literature and the socialMedicine, Washington , D.C., in 1975 and
students for further conversations with those historical conditions in France and England
joined the National Institute of Health in
who would like to have additional insight in from which it developed." The Russian
Bethesda , Maryland , first as a post doctoral
planning;, a ' future in; biomedical research. Studies major commented after completing
fellow! and staff
-' ' ' " see " ' ' - ''Eiir. '' ': ; ; Georgei Mailer in her independent major, "I have found it very
Plei^
^ in the areas which his
published extensivelyKeyes 20i for additional information!
rewarding to combine my interest in Russian
Studies with my sociology major. This gave
me a focus of study, in my case the Soviet
_
Society." .
\
¦
The five requirements
for the independent
'Z ' z '~ by Lucy Nichols . ' .
¦ ¦ ¦- :• " ."' .
'
major:
,
Accordin g, to Davis; _. "Since the ex-

*?Tfie ¦ Tay-SadMs AtidFab ryGen^
Pre-Medical AdvispryCommittee will sponsor
the second in its series of lectures by recent
Colby graduates on Wednesday, November
14, in Keyes i05 at7,PrM. -• .-.' " :
::
-Tine speaker -will be John W. Kusiak , P hD ,
class of 1969^'Hi s tcpic^will be ^The Tay Sachs and Fabry Genetic Illnesses. "

".

Sleep Tight ^v<erillt;0s
Three students in Averill are sufferin g from
" a rash suspected to be caused by bed bugs.
Professional exterminators fumigated six
^rooms on first floor Averill last Thursda y to
•
kill the insects.
The first student to notice the rash visited
the Health Center with both poison ivy and the
rash , and was treated for poison ivy. When the
rash persisted , Dt. Neuman diagnosed it as
Erythema Nodusom, a viral infection.
One student visited her family doctor who
diagnosed the. rash as scabies, a highly
contagious , itchy rash caused by mites. The
students were urged By Ja nice Seitzinger ,
Associate Dean of Students , to wash their
beddin g and clothes, while all the residents on
first floor Averill were advised to stay extra
,
clean to avoid infection. - , , *
Accordin g to Linda Davis, Head Resident pf
Averill , an insect was found in one of the
rooms and sent to Dr. Cole in the Biology
Department for identification , and was found
to be a bed bug. ,,
J
a Bed bugs'are brown ,,wingless, live off birds
and mammals , and are generally carried into
^ a home.
They are commonly found in warm ,'
dark areas of old buildin gs.
'
" Sold Davis, "In 'Sha ke and Bake' Averill ,
the critter s were havin g a heyday. " Generally
_

' v '" '

•M

/

'

bed bugs are incorrectl y associated with dirty
places, accordin g to Davis, who stressed that
j
''these women are very clean." •
to
the
first
student
suffer
Coincidental
^
!
from the rash received bedboard a week
^
small, insectearlier which Davis said"had
size holes," but no proof exists that the bugs
came in with the board. The board and
mattresses were replaced, and everythin g
washed , but the bugs did not go away, Davis
added.
' One student called the response from the
Dean of Students Office " very slow — typical
red tape. " The residents complained about
Raid in their clothes, the inconvenience of
sleeping outside their room and the
v
discomfort of the rash .
The question , accordin g to Dean Seitzinger ,
is "Did we ever really have a case of scabies
or did we have a condition caused by bed bugs
from the start?" When the insects were found ,
the students were offered beds in the infirmar y, and , accordin g to Seitzinger , "as a
temporary measure , cans of Raid were -sent
around to the InfectedVooms." Professional
exterminators were called by Dean Smith and
Dr. Neuman when nono of the other measures
Wked , and the bed bugs were foundf in
nearby rooms.
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S.The proposal by the student must be signed
by a faculty advisor and approved by the
Independent Majors Board.
..Each year the student pursuing the independent major will submit a report'to the
Board stating the progress of the program.
5. Any changes in the approved major must
beapproved by the Board. "
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2.The independent major must consist of
between30 and 40 credit hours.

J
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1. A detailed written proposal supported by a
faculty advisor wfto will be responsible for
the program. Normally one other advisor is
needed to help shape and direct the program.
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termination , the residents have found- lots of
dead bugs and one more live one. " The
fumigant will continue to work for two week?.
Davis said the problem is now under control.
The- six rooms were fumigated again on
Monday.
Said Davis, "It looks like the bugs came
from the- bedboard. They will riot spread
across campus ; the bugs stayed in two
rooms ."
According to Dr. Neuman, all the students
are recuperatin g.
Wheri asked about a quicker response to a
similar problem in the future , Seitzinger said,
"We are set to do whatever the college
physician recommends. When we originall y
thought it was scabies, we took appropriate
action to handle that condition , .which
requires extreme cleanliness ,"
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Miller Librar y:

by Wendy Fr ey
"Even when Miller Library was first built,
it was old fashioned," said Francis Parker ,
Head Librarian. With the inauguration of
President Cotter , Colby is going to begin a
Capital Campaign. According to Sid Fair ,
VicePresident for Development, "improving
the library and building the endowment will
take highest priority. "
Miller Library was built in 1939 when
roughly 800 students attended Colby.
According to Parker , the building was to be
used, eventually, only as the library. It still
houses the English and Government departments.
Th e libr ar y 's most immediate .problem is
that there is hot enough space for books,
A
students , and the staff.
The staff regularly shifts books in the stacks
as certain collections grow faster than others.
"We haven 't been able to shelve books in the
modern American literature section since last
spring, " said Parker. However she made it
clear that the library is still buying books: The
physical layout of the library makes it impossible to get into certain areas with book
carts.
The Head Librarian felt tha t there should be
better study places in the dorm s and that
students should work on makin g the dorms
quieter for studyin g. "It is my experience ,"
stated Parker , "that when students come to
the library for the evening they not onlystudy
but read books on reser ve and utilize the
stacks. Right now there is a big problem
finding seating in the refere nce section, which
is situated in the front hall of the library. "
There are other problem s. The library has
some safety proble ms — including the size of
the stack stairwells — and problems with
heating and lighting.' And the many open
doors are asecurit y problem.

Th ursday, November 8, T£W
Trustees is presently considering how to
!! approach the Ubraiys problem s. Accordin g !
to Fair "the board was awaiting the inauguration of President Cotter as President,
Strider felt it unfair to start a. project
President Cotter would be responsible for. ''
Although ho decisions have been tnade ,
possibilities include remodeling the old
librar y by tearing out the 1 inside and '
rebuildin g — which could include adding '
more floors; adding on sections or even " joinin g the library to the Johnson and Averill
dorms—inwhich case new dorm swould have
to be built ; or building a new library.
Asked whether he felt it was dangerous to
build when surveys indicate college "
papulations will drop in 10 to 15 years , Fair
replied that "Colby receives many more
applicants than it can accept. Colby has only
built what we felt we really needed, besides
the old library could be put to good use and
would not be torn down. "
As of yet no deadlines ' have been set, but
architects will be brought
in to make
proposals. Accordin g to1 Stan Palmer , Plant
Engineer , "the committee is still deciding
how to go about deciding what to do with the
libra ry. " The planning committee includes nine
trustees , two faculty members , and two
students. According to Farr , "we want as
much input as possible." The planning
committee includes: Wilson C. Piper , Chairman; Charles P. Barnes , Kevin Hill ,
If oto byP emy Jdnzen
. "¦¦ . Z . The main tobby m MUlerLibrary
Rita A. McCabe , Paul D. Paganucci , Albert C.
According to Parker , there are special Dartmouth; was able to build balconies, Colby, Palmer , Peter A. Vlachos, Thomas T. Wat- *
needs involved with having microfilm audio- does not have the necessary room.
son, and , Vice President Farr ,- Secretary.
visual rooms -— . special wiring and sound
When asked what she would like to see in a Faculty . members include Professor S&ndy
pro ofing,for example.
new library, Parker said "inte grated shelves Maisel and Professor James Armstrong. And
"Libraries aren't stagnant ," added Ms. and reading rooms and movable stacks. "
Peter Forman and Jean Mink el are the
Parker , "and I can see us becoming more
The planning committee of the Board of- . ... student reoresentatives.
computerized. "
Colby can either remode l the old library or
build a new library. Asked which choice she
favored , Francis Parker replied , "My first
response was to remodel because I like our
location , but I don't know if tha t's possible." ~
Colby 's library is a smaller copy of the
library at Dartmo uth. ^However , where
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; As part of Freshmen Parents Weekend , the following classeswhich usually meet :,;j :
on Friday at 9:30 a.m. willmeet on Saturday at 9:00 a.m. at the following locations : " "
; . , ' , . ;, ' !cLASS;S; . : . . '^STRUCTO R ;. '\ ' !- ' % ' P^E; . ' .

'*

>

.

'

* Z TEn^ish 181- ' !

Sweney/McArthur

Lovejoy 215

Music l71

Dorot hy Reuman "

Bixler 109

Biology l21A

Miriam Bennett

Geology 141

Don Koons ?

Physics 121 ¦ ' " ? ' ' . ' '!/ Roger Metz :

-(

/ Lovejoy 109
;

Arey S
Keyes lOS

:

FRESHMEN PARENTS WEEKEND
M^i
Lovejoy 106
Maisel/Bas sett !
Gov. l3lB
~::
'Welcome Headquarters and registration table in the Museum
Weekend
The Parents
.
Lobby of the Bider Center will be open from, 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. on Friday, and from
Lovejoy TEA
: Economi cs 131A
Hank Gemery
8:30 a.m. to 1:00 p;im. on Satu rday. Your tickets will be held ther e unt il 1:00 p.m. on
Saturday. If you cannot pick them up during these times, please have your son or daughGovernment 135
Roger Bowen
Lovejoy 212
ter pick thiem up at the Hill Family House prior to tlie weekend.
-. ;- .-. The following special lectures will also be presented at 9:00 a.m.:
¦
''
„
Fr iday, November 9
;
^
^0 ^_n.! :^
DEPARTM ENT
TOPIC '
LECTURER
PLACE
and
Leslie Bricusse
by^ Anthony l^ewley
¦%:
Psychology "First Lan guage Acquisition " . .'"" ' ; Nick Rohrman
Lovejoy 108
Produced
Wig
', Strider Theater
History
"Andrew Carnegie "
Richard Moss
Lovejoy 105
Saturday , November 10
8:30 a.m.
^
Coffee
Classics
"Myth & Tragedy "
Peter Westervelt Lovejoy 202• -.
Museum of Art /
9:00 a.m.
Art
"Chardin " - the Artist
James Carpenter Bixler 106A
Classroom visitations
.
and
His
Boston
Exhibition
10:00 a.m.
President 's. Reception for parents , faculty and students (coffee and doughnuts)
Museum of Art
Religion
Slide Lecture: "From Orchard
TpW' Uiiigsi^ . !'\,^/I_6vejoy ;i'62.'
10:30 a .m. , President 's Conversation with Parents
'* ,/ ;¦'
to Monument " - Excavation of
. ' , - :.. . . ', ; ¦ ¦' ¦
Given Auditorium
" ¦
!
Synagogue at Gosh Halav,
.
' :;. . !; ! , !!- T' :, !:-. , ' ? ¦•; ¦-/ :
;
10:00 to
-Pre-Christmas Crafts Fair Israel , 1977
! ^/
. -;
' .. "
: '!•
. 6:00 p.m.
.Fieldhouse
English/
"Women 's Music " - Slidiey_&Mannochi ; M;Libra ry**207C
Lun cheon
11:30 to
" l*
;
'
Women
s
tape
presentation
of
Women
's
and
Katy Alioto(no charge )
1:15 p.m.
'
Studies
Protest Songs
'80
j
Varsity Football: Colby versus Bowdoin
1.- 00 p.m.
AH students, even those not in one of the courseslistedabove,
j
Seaverns Field
j
_ . ' ;. ¦ .
• ' ¦ ¦' __)
:•
are.invited to attend the lectures.
2:00 p.m.
"Tbe Roar of the Greaspaint -Tbe Smell of the Crowd"
¦ ¦__——_—_—__.m._ —m—mm.w——_ —— ——_»—¦———m^^—__¦_¦ S_55SS—S—SS^w——————i_ "_f—-—~^~»« "
—"~—'—————¦— »
(see Friday evening)
4:00 p.m.
Dean of Students Reception for parents , faculty and students
m ^^^^^^ m ^mm ^^ mm ^mf ^^^ mmMm ^^ mnm ^f ^ ^wig ^^ n ^^^ mm ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
m ^n
w^^^^^
M^^^ff ^
¦¦
:ii
i$S@
.
iSli
^iS
^I
^Slll
^Si
^lSff
igm.
H
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^
^
^
Roberts Union , 2nd Floor
Parents Weekend Special Buffet
5 -.00 to
6:30 p.m. - ($5.70 per person ; no charge for students who eat on campus)
The menu includes several salads , casseroles, roast beef , turke y,
ham , seafood newburg, hot rolls , assorted desserts and bevera ges,
all served by candlelight .
s.
rn
H
Vi^^_|R^^^^^ BL___vl_^_B__:''**'- -:-i*.^^^
8:00 p.m.
Concert by student 'groups
Colby J azz Ensemble
'
"
'
Colbyettes & Colby Eights
fr
" %
Given Auditorium
;
>Vifc
_¦ ' :
^
illmFtJ y^ ^WW\ ^wJM __ir_ii
s
S
"The Roar of the Greasepaint- The Smell of the Crowd"
8:00 p.m:
___» ___BWr
¦"¦
_______H__iliE_v!^_________i
¦£
ZF smiSt
_H-i ;;'¦¦
^^8wi
_______
* n -• s
9_DBb_ _Kft____H_ll_______
'_~ ,.(see Friday evening)
Hr
^*^^:^-__l
^ „_?^ ^©ESSvy __fm_P^
I
Open House and Dance
8:45 to
L
H *<M ^ + ** *f *W$sh&ff l^-. -^_l-^_______iil__i___^_B^__• ___¦
midnight ( N Music by Fre d Petra
Foss Hall
Sunday , November !1
\
Catholic
Mass
9:45 a.m.
_______H_£:'___________________ B___i
>¥_
Lorimer Chap el ,
^
**
10:30 a.m.
Bagel Breakfast
"
Sponsored by Hillel ( *
Smith & Robins Rooms, Rob erts
N
/Morning Worship " ,
11:00 a.m.
h _ H _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ f_ _ _ _ _______________
H_T
lH___lw___________ ^______'Xj_-i^l
^
Lorimer Chapel
'
*
____ __ —i I —i _- _rSB^_ tM i__ ___________ B - ""
- /
' ¦.'¦¦'¦ ^SS^JHBtv ' v
Vesper Concert
4:00 p.m.
^
,
Music for Soprano , Trumpet and Organ
Lor imer Chapel
'
I
^^^ H| ^M
^^^^^ LIJ|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ &^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
HR^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
F; \
The annual.Crafts Sole sponsor ed by the Colby Friends of Aft and the Colby
_^^_^n_^_
________________
—__________________
jb
BB ^_!^_^ff_
__L_.
Crafts Guild will be held on Saturday, November 10, from 10:00 a.nv to 6:00 p.m. in the
___________ __L_____ 1_fI____.__________ !__________________________________ fI ^_ .
MMta _»*K_iB
fieldhouse. The articles which include leather goods, blown glass, scrimshaw , furniture ,
jewelry, clothes , quilts and more are the work of over 80 professional Maine artisans.
M_BI'm BSOCUI£S
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WE LOVE YOU COLBY
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Dr. HumediagonisingChristianMelbyat Thayer Hospital

WinslowRescue technician examinesDuncan Gibson

Code Name: " - .. '-

"ToweHiig _^aterno'?

Rescue man discovers vlctim'withseverearm burns

by Chris Morrill
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity house was the second degree burns in his face and hands, a
scene of a "disaster" which brought local concussion and a sprained ankle, was hoisted
police, fire, and medical uhits to Colby last from the porch to a hook and ladder fire truck
Friday at &:45p.m.. ,
in a wire basket.
The Kennebec Valley Disaster Committee
Fred Prescott, ""Vice President of the
sponsored the drill which was centered Kennebec Valley Disaster Committee, stated
around a mock explosion of ATO's boiler "we were looking for structural criticism "
system.About forty ATO brothers and friends and points |,out that "transportation was a
volunteered their services in the drill named little slow" between Colby and the hospitals
"Towering Fraterno 79." .!
downtown. He explained that the hospitals
Each "victim'' was made up"carefully need such periodic drills for accreditation and
before the' explosion in order to provide the that it is extremely important to "test our
emergency forces with a more realistic resources." '
setting. Paul Veilleux, social service coorColby's Dean of Students Earl Smith, an
dinator at - ATO, • was responsible for
official
observer at the disaster, said that it
organizing the scenario, which Rudy
was
to see our students participating in
"good
Michaud, Director of Maintenance at Mida
community
project" and stated¦ that it was
Maine Medical Center and Secretary of the
realistic
enough." ;' '
"certainly
Kennebec Valley Disaster Committee, termed "one of the best drills that we ever had." . Veilleux voiced concern over the fact that
After students were pulled from the many of-the. victim's wereyery cold while they
devastated house, they were separated by a were lying'outside ATO waiting for transport
triage team which decided who should be because blankets were not adequately
rushed off to the hospital first, depending on distributed. Bob Hyndmari, another ATO,
stated that "the most valuable part of the
the severity of their wounds.
Paul Higgins was rescued from abirch tree exercise was that we pointed put the flaws in
where he landed after-jumpingfrom a second their system in a situation where life was hot
story porch. Duncan Gibson, who suffered atstake. "

James Lane, FairfieldFire Depurtmehi Mulage
Specialist, makes!victim'sZburtii<iappear realistic

Jfe^fl .:.;-

Fairfield, Mc. — Welcome freshma n parents!
We.at Joseph 's hope your visit to Colby is both
rewarding and exciting. Be sure to catch the
Colby Mules on Saturday.when they battle the
Bowdoin Folar Bears in an age-old rivalry ; or
browse through the crafts¦ at the
; annual Crafts
Fair. . • ¦ , -" ; - ' Z-Z- '!'! :' *- -- ':v v - _ 'f *K^
Joseph's has all kinds of bargains if you
want to do your Christmas shopping early.
JUST IN -ICEWOOL Icelandic wool jacket in several styles. Down jackets and warm-ups
j are 10 percent off •— and with famous names
like Gerry, Alpine Design, Skyr, and Campus
.-¦*-you can 't go wrong!""- .
" • What a bargain — 100 percent wool Navy
pea 'coats f or ; just $20.99. And of course
Joseph's has a' full line of hockey and ski;
equipment at their everyday low prices.
' All Colby students receive . a 10 percent
discount. So hurry on down to Joseph's and
have a wonderf ul week end 1
zzZ-

This is a p aid advertisements

WinslowFiremen,ushigresue equipment, enter ATO , ;
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Page Nine

The W aterville Tragedy
A few daysago, I wasasked to write a story
about Waterville. (you know, that city in which
Colby is located).Something along the lines of
a human interest story I was told.
I wasn't quite sure where to begin; so, I took
a walk downtown and visited the Waterville
Historical Society in hope of finding some
interesting tale concerning our city.
The resident curator of the society,NMrs.
Paul Fullam, offered a few suggestions and
then guided me 'through the museum. I
followed, her from one room into another,
walking among the numerous furnishings of
old Waterville houses and looking into the
faces of its past'residents.
In one room, I noticed a doctor's traveling
bag filled with .empty viles. It was made of
leather with individual slots for each vile*of
medicine and two long straps so that the bag
could be carried on horseback. .
Mrs. Fullam explained"to me that-the
medicine ,bag belonged to the infamous Dr.
Valorus P. Coolidge, Waterville's' first
murderer. She then led ihe into a storage

byMikeFederle
room and pulled the file documenting this
strange incident, later to be known (because
of a poem written about it) as the Waterville
tragedy.
Edward Mathews walked down Main Street
into the Ticonic bank ' on the morning of
September 30, 1847 , to request a loan of $1500.
The request was nothing unusual, for
Mathews regularly borrowed money from the
bank to finance cattle runs from Waterville to
the market plajce in Brighton, Massachusetts.
Mathews was given a,bank note that had to
have two cosigners before the money was
granted. Leaving the bank, Mathews headed
to his brother's house to obtain the signatures.
Around 3:00 p.m., Mathews returned to the
bank with the cosignednote and was given the
money. Thanking the bank officials, he left,
happy with the thought of the seemingly
profitableupcoming business transaction.
That night, Edward Mathews paid a visit to
Dr.Valorus P. Coolidge in Coolidge's office on
the second floor of the Shorey's clothing store
on Main street. _
"Does anyone know!?" Coolidge burst out

upon greeting Mathews.
"No, I keptmy word,"Mathews replied.
"You have the money then,huh?''
"Yeah, it's right here." Mathews pulled an
envelope from Jhis breast pocket. "I'm
trusting you'll keep your end of the bargain
Doc."
"Nothing to worry Ed." Coolidge moved
closer toJMathews and extended his arm to
seal the agreement in a handshake. "Our
friendship here shall never end. Please, stay
and have a drink."
Mathews smiled as Dr. Coolidge poured two
'
brandies into some glasses.
Turning around, Coolidge handed Mathews
a drink. "To our prosperity," Coolidge
requested as he lifted his glass in a toast. The
glasses met and each man drank the brandy
in one gulp.
"Well," Coolidge began, "It won't be long
before we're all happy."-. _
"Indeed," Mathews confirmed in a slurred
voice. "But I...," Mathews collapsed to the
floor in a heap and Dr. Coolidge, like a scared
cat, jumped into a soft chair in the corner of
the room to think of what to do next.
As the Main street businesses began to open
for work on Friday October 1st, a young clerk
at Mr. Shorey's clothing store came running
onto the street screaming murder. The body
of Edward Mathews had been found propped
on a pile of logs in the basement of the clothing
store. Deep,cuts on the victim's head led the
crowd to believe that Mathews had been
beaten and robbed by some evil fiend. The
body was quickly removed and brought down
the street to the William's boarding house for
"
an autopsy.
Dr. Coolidge had just stepped out onto Main
street when a young boy called to him, "Dr.
Coolidge, you're wanted ¦ at the William 's
¦' _.
. ;
house."
/
"For what reason, son,'' Coolidge enquired.
"You haven't heard?"

Echoes trcaLW^^

October 31:1952
formation without any valid reason. Pope
James S. Pope,- executive editor of the
then cited examplesof the news suppression.
_
"Courier-Journal" - and the "Louisville
" Part .of his argument against this inability
Lovejoy
will
be
given
the
first
Times",
to obtain information freely was that''Outside
Journalism Award for "a . significant contie field of; atomic ene^y , there is ho lav/
tribution to American journ alism" here on
forbidding
pubheatibh of any riey/s about the
is
of
November 6. ^ Mr. Pope one the great
,
war
any
editor
can get, if he just
advocates of the free press today and seems
¦ has the
determmationtqget it:" ' the appropriate man to receive an award in
He;added ; ^weyer "The trouble is that
the honor of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, 1826^ who
many small papers do not have the resources,
also fought for freedomof the press. Pope is
the self-confidence, the legal assistance
a director of the American Society of
needed!
to fight successfully for news rights
Newspaper Editors and also chairman of the
that
are
denied by men of influence in the
Committee on Freedom of Information.
c*ommuhity."
-V P6p£ will-:be! honored and will speak at an
Pope believes that mast people are not
All-College Convocation in. the Womens Union
at. 8 o-clock on November?6. ' All Colby conscious of this attempt to keep them in the
dark on affairs of their own government.
students are invited and urged to attend.
"The editors on the committee on Freedom
'|The Atlantic MontWy ", July '52; published
of
Information .> wondered if perhaps the
James
Pope,
in
by
.The Suppression bf News'
which Pope attacked the withholding of news widespread unawareness of concealment, of
its scope and variety, was not a bigger story
by public of ficials both national and local.
any of the stories being concealed. Being
than
rMr. Pope began by saying, "If one condition
be fatal to any
blind
to newsblindness
of a democracy can beiset ahead of all others,
¦ - . ¦ could
':.
,;
,
;;'^
democracy,"
•
.
beit^
must
it is thisr me; people,!
v<
r^ers,
Mr. Pope's conclusion to the article is that
receive completeandaccurateinforma tion^'
, He stated that although news-papermen
"A robust scepticism is needed in the approach to the whole problem of freely flowing
haiye^^ freedom;of ^ thte press, they_ .do not have
- information.... It has been strongly
public
freedom ¦of ihformatiori but only the right; to
dormant
of latej but there are sigris of
they
wish;to
print.
fight for;. tli^ infbirmation
'-• ' ¦ .
regeneration,"
Men in public ppsitibns refuse to, reveal in-

"Heard what?"
"Mr. Mathews was murdered last night."
"Oh my 'god!" Coolidge cried as" he ran
toward the William's house.
V
Dr. Coolidge was greeted at Cyrus •
William's boarding house by Doctors Thayer
and Plaisted. The doctors conversed for a few
moments and then began the investigation.
Because the skull had not been fractured and
because ther were no other cuts than those on
the forehead, the doctors decided to perform
an internal autopsy.
Quickly picking up a scalpel, Dr. Coolidge
cut into the body and removed the stomach,
placing it in-a white washbowl. After, a few
moments, Coolidge asked the other doctors if
they were through examining the contents.
They agreed that they were and Coolidge
asked Cyrus Williams to take the washbowl
away. With that, the doctors decided to stop
the autopsy for that day. '
Cyrus Williams left the examination with
the washbowl containing Mathew's stomach.
Sensing that it should not be thrown away, he
placed it under the backstairs of the boarding
house, later moving it to his abandoned icehouse. On_ Saturday, Dr. Thayer asked
Williams to bring the stomach to Professor
Loomis at Waterville College to have it
chemically examined.
After examining the contents, Professor
Loomis told Dr. Thayer that he detected
prussic acid (a highly poisonous substance) in
the stomach. On Sunday, October 3rd, with
Professor Loomis' revelation, a more
thorough autopsy was performed. The doctors, this time, detected traces of prussic acid
taken with brandy in Mathews' brain, kidneys, and liver, as well as in other organs.
On October 7th, the Waterville Mail (the
local newspaper) released a story about the
murder of Ed Mathews, stating that Mathews
had "more than $1500 and a gold watch, for
which no doubt the murder was committed."
That same day, the Augusta grand jury indicted I>r. Valorus P. Coolidge for the murder
of Edward Mathews. The following day, Dr.
Coolidgewas arrested in Waterville declaring
his innocence.
(next week: the
mysterious trial of Dr.
:
Coolidge)
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• '! by Barb'Sfeal
For ::most, ofvtisi- fall in Maine! means pletely organic; the Environmental Council
beautiful foliage ,and plenty of apples^The >' .-. chose not to spray, the trees, for besidesb'eing
-is presently " ecologically safe, the trees bore, good quality
C(rtby}vEnvjrraim^
workings to ^uvOTa|eliah;'overgrc^ ajpple ? apples this year without the aid of pesticides.
orchard on toprof BrUi^
The work on the orchard will continue every
efforts of Jill Benedict*people meet Saturday; ! Saturday morning until the snow flies , Next\
mornings -arid work!on cuttlng^clearlng and ' spring, the Council \yill selectively prune the
:' .'- -': trees. Benedict stresses that everyone may
priming" Me !treos:!;so!\they ;:ywlll' ;rl»'^:more
¦
¦:
productivehcbct fall.-L-;- ':;,-;. ' -?..:;;" ;. .••v - ;;. '!{;)¦ :* - ,\: ' ', ; .:- ::-^ . ;;; • i -^;\ ^
^
Benedict'hppes that next year Colby:prople O
will be able to make!their own cider and apple !,!
pies;-She sajrs that the orchiar!dwlU be com**- ' y
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work to improve the orchard. Work usually
begins around nine o'clock and continues until
lunch. Just show up on top of the hill, ands
make an orchard grow! !
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Social And Cultural Life Present

Chris Miller was born in March of 1942 in
Brooklyn, New York. "Take my son please!" exclaimed Chris' mother upon his
emergence, and people have been roaring
with laughter at Chris' in-person appearances
ever since.
During his public school years on suburban
Long Island, Chris was always getting thrown
out of class for making jokes and saying bad
words. In his senior year at Roslyn High
School ( which, some say, bears a close
resemblance to the peculiar institution attended by Invisible Eobkin, Mr. Rock 'n Roll
and their friends" in "bis "Tales of Nozzlin
High'') , he was elected Class Comedian.
Chris passed his "ivy years" at Dartmouth
College ( which, some say, bears a close
resemblance to the Dartmouth College attended by Pinto, Dumptruck, Otter, Black
Whit and their friends in his "Tales of the
Adelphian Lodge") with a number of likeminded buddies, drinking beer and throwing
up on each other. When sober enough to find
the station, he also hosted a nightly radio
show, from which he assailed listeners with
loud jazz and obscure rhythm and blues, often
getting thrown off the air for making jokes
and saying bad words.
In his senior year he directed his fraternity
in a. satirical review in which he sought to
skewer everything-that was "good and decent
about college life, reserving particularly vile
abuse for the Administration and their goodnatured, paternalistic repression of student
sexual freedoms. To his horror, they made
him graduate anyway. In order to spend one
more year drinking and throwing up with his
fr
iends, he quickly got himself into an
associated business college, the Amos Tuck
School, and ultimately graduated with an
MBA under his arm, a lump in his throat and
nothing in his stomach.
.
Immediately thereafter, a gung-ho, fired up
Chris displayed his patriotism and avoided
the draft by joining the Army Reserves,

putting in a grueling four-month stint at hardbitten Fort Dix, where he once had to walk
guard duty in the middle of the night. ' . But
later, at occasional weekend¦ meetings and
two-week summer camps, he found the
"regular army" to be, in its rough way* as
fun-lovingas his fraternity, and spent most of
his off-duty hours drinking beer with his
friends and throwing up on any . National
Guardsmen they could
find.
. ^
~
Following his "yearette," Chris found
employment at a large Manhattan ad agency,
where he spent " five - years writing commercials for Oxydol, Frigidaire #nd .kids'
breakfast cereals, reaching a creative high
point with his "Cuckoo forCoco£ Puff" series.
But toward the end of his "Mad Ave period,"
his crass "exploitation of our nation's children
evidently weighing heavily on his soul, he
turned in a script suggesting, in colorful
language, that a child be shown roasting in a
Suzy Homemaker Oven. He was thrown out
the agency -fpr making jokes, saying bad
words, and being insane.
Floating at once to his true level, Chris
began writing stories for a sleazy por-'
hographic tabloid called Fun. And at $25" a
story, fun was about all he was writing them
for. Still, a buck was a buck,, and Chris went ;
on to write a story a week for this, ah, vivid !
periodical and these stories turned 'out to be
the genesis of the weird, erotic, shocking,
totally inexcusable yet lovable writings that
appear more or less regularly in National
Lampoon, Playboy, Oui, and other magazines
with few enough scruples to print them.
These days, Chris has moved on to his
"Hollywood Period." His first movie,
"National Lampoon's Animal House," was
released last summer by Universal Pictures
and is probably the comedy smash of the
decade and, quite possible, one of the ten best
films of all time, ("Makes 'Birth of a Nation'
look like an abortion," says Chris, in his .
colorful way.) Chris co-wrote the screenplay,

which is partially based on his fraternity
stories, and is in the movie playing "Hardbar," a senior brother of the animal fraternity
referred to in the title. Also in the movie are
NBC Saturday Night star, John Belushi;
veteran movie actor and weirdo, Donald
Sutherland; and fellow Lampoon crazy; Doug
Kenney. Chris' novel; Animal House, which
was published by. National Lampoon, was
released at the same time as the movie.
Chris Miller and his co-writer are now
writing a series pilot for ABC based on the

characters from Animal House. Chris has
been touring college- campuses since 1972,
making jokes and saying bad words; and
continues to do so this season. He has several
other movie projects in various stages and
hopes, with the bucks he gets off you people, to
finance long:periods of rural solitude during
which he will write a cycle of novels; arid find a
lasting place in World Literature. Among his
oth er ambitions, Chris hopes to to
become
modestly wealthy and , someday^
meet
' ;:.- ;- , ¦, Z':z '
Spidermanv''' .:.
.

The Peking Opera Company will be at Colby
for one show only, on November 17th at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at the Student Activities
Office — $3.00 for students, $5.00 general
;'
(
).
admission;
Colorful costumes; the use of 'cymbals,
gongs, drums , and violin; the high pitched
wail of the songs, all are part of the radically

different style pf Eastern opera..Insight , into
the Chinese culture is afforded ias every
aspect of Chinese life and'sentiment is drawn
upon in the opera. The religious, militaristic,
intellectual and comic sides of life are all
subject to translation into this dramatic and
symbolic theaMcal art form.
^> .
Seating
will
be
limited.
Buy
your
tickets
¦
¦
¦
'
'
¦¦

Chines eOpera Liv^

Vbice Recital
Judith Cornell, an accomplishedsinger , will
give a recital in Given Auditorium on Friday,
November 16th, at 8:00 p.m..
Originally from Oregon, Cornell received
her degree from the University of California
at Santa Barbara . She continued her study of
music in Germany on a Fiilbright Scholarship, an d later returned to the U n ited States,
living in Maine since 1903. Teaching voice
lessons to beginners and advanced students;
Cornell is enjoying her first year at Colby, and
continuing ; her Instruction' at Bpwdoln and
Bates. In addition to recltals; she conducts a
church choir In Lewiston on Sundays, and has
performed, with the Portland Symphony in
their Supeirband television program; ' ,'
f.Cornell's recital' on the 16th will include
songs , ;frbm -composers , Rossini// Faure,
Mahler, .and, Poulenc. Jfoie Reilly will accompany the noted singer .on the piano.
German songs ;by Spohr, with the ,acicompahlmt of Eugene Jones on the clarinet,
will be a delightful addition to the program,
, i Admission is open, to the public '
!•' ¦ : '
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Ever caught yourself in the-midst, of a mind
game? If not, you are a rare individual, indeed. Mind games: are played; everywhereeven on stage. This, musical tripping its way
across the planks, of Strider Theater this
r-^ekend stages one mind game-The Game of
i_ife- you'll neither forget , nor.regret, seeing.
Roar of the Greasepainti Smell of the Crowd
is an allegory: the characters Sir, on the one
the
hand, represents, tfe^
perpetual winner,:' the bullying snob, while
Cocky, the game's second player , .is exactly
opposite, being a dreamy underdog;;a victimized idealist, etc. The mischievious band
from the
of urchins play .The Game safely,
~
middle-like the masses.
ZZZZZ.\ 'Z
Unfortunately, Cocky does hot fare well at
The Game. He is outwitted at every moveroutwitted, that;is, until he realizes ¦that his
submission to Sir is actually ; unnecessary.
Conversely, Sir; dominates"'' .the*play until it
begins to dawn upon him that his partner is
indispensable if the game is to continue. The
(' ^.plications of this mutual discovery are
rich: idealisin must be flavored with
pragmaticism; prosperous people should be
grateful to the "little people" who made it all
possible: success is merely an attitude of
confidence, while, failure is usually self-

Concert Series

Flu te And Ha rp

The second Colby Music Series Concert will
be Wednesday, November i4 at 8 p.m. in
Given Auditorium. Claude Monteaux will be
Trying- the flute and the 'talented harpist
Snru-de-Li Ownbei will appear with him. Mr.
Monteaux's appearances as conductor and
flute soloist have established him as one of the
truly great artists of our -time. He has appeared with the leading orchestras of Berlin ,
Parish Brussels, Norwayi.Holland , as well as
with the London .Symphony, the NBC Symphony, arid has appeared at the, White House.
He is presently on the faculty!of the New
England Conservatory of Boston; Ownbei is'
presently a resident of Maine; now playing
with'the Bangor Symphony. She is" originally
from Utah and studied her art wlth Chalifotix.

induced. The play 's Game of Life is a game
for the whole audience - everyone can join in
and discover himself what the Game means.
Roar of the Greasepaint, Smell of the Crowd
is not just a play ; it is an exuberant musicalin
the tradition of GodspelT complete with slick
hat-and-cane routine. The numbers are
superbly staged and timed, thanks to the coefforts of De Ann Lewis and music-major
Fred Frayer. Each urchin throws himself or
herself utterly-sinto The Game, and thus
captivates the audtehce. Sir (Hugh Heffenreffer ) and the Kid (Marcia Minchols) are

Ibsen - 'Downtown

vesper Concert:
In LastConcert
OmanF eatured
On Sunday, November li , at 4:00 p.m., the
last Vesper Concert for this academic
semester will take place in Lorimer Chapel of
Colby College. There has been a change in the
program due to ^.the illness of one of the
scheduled instrumentalists. So the emphasis
for this Vesper Concert will be the history of
th e contemporary organ , with slides and
illustrativemusic.
. ! • . ! ':
This program will show ' the origin of our
contemporary organ in western civilizations,
beginning with the elegant installations in the
Catholic Cathedrals in Italy, England,
France|> Gerrhany,V Spain arid • Spanish
^ , Tljiese . early
conquests' in South ;America;
organs were installed within a cathedral wit-

great care to the suitability for a particular
design for the interior design of each Catholic
cathedral. Many of these organs are still
extant, but, of course, have had changes made
to the tonal design throughoutthe centuries.
Music will be played as the .slides of these
organs are shown, including music by the
leading musicians of the day. Since these
organ installations emanate from the 13th
century, music will be played from these
early periods, to illustrate how the type of
music expanded with the growth in size and
flexibility of the instrument.
The program will be performed by Prof.
Adel Heinrich . of the Colby faculty. The
program is open to the public without charge.

Announcement s
;The arinualpre*-Christmas Crafts Fair will
be held in the fieldhouse this Saturday from
10-6. A great chance to see and buy the works
of some of Ma ine's finest craftsmen, '
¦ '

¦ ¦ '
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The .Colby Community Orchestra Pops
Concerns this Friday night at 8 p.m. at the
Waterville Arnibry. The concert with the
theme of "The Way We Wer'e" was previewed
in last week's ECHO. It should be a delightful
classical
evening featuring many light
¦
!""v ;_,
musical'favorites .
' ¦¦
;;
¦
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A lecture on "Nature -in the Oriental
Cultural Tradition": will , be presented .with
illustrations in Lorimer Chapel, at 8 p.m.
Wednesday night. Visiting, philosopher Visk
wariflth Naravane will be speaking under the
sponsorship , of the Guy P.'Gannett Lecture
¦
•( ' .'.!¦*
' ;!:".: : '%
•¦ Series:!-
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The Friends of Colby and The Waterville
Repertory Company have joined hands again
in their latest presentation, Ibsen's A Doll's
House. The play will run from November
16th "through the 18th at the Waterville
Opera
v
House.
;
.
y
Colby professors Irving Suss and Howard
Koonce will be re-united on stage in major
roles. They were seen together on stage last
spring in the intensely moving Cold Storage, a
drama set on the roof-top of a New York
Hospital Their performances were uniformly
acclaimed.
In A Doll's House they will be joined by
other Colby alumni; Joyce Smith, lead from
Mainstage and a performer in many Powder
and Wig musicals, will be playing the part of
Nora. It is a demanding part, one in considerable contrast to her usual lighter roles.
L.A. King-Rector and Charmaine Herd will
have minor roles, while Mary Betts and
Cabanne Howard will be playing secondary
leads. Frank Stephenson has taken on the
technical directorship with help from all
sides. The play is being directed by Anthony
Betts, who worked with Suss and Koonce in
Photo by f r ank Howell
Cold Storage.
The thought that A Doll's House was simply
delightful, especially when upon their most
despicable behavior. The outsider who the fuse that exploded Women's Rights is far
transforms The Game's rules "stops the overshadowed by the major theme that truth
play" as well with his outstanding voice. And and marriage, may be .incompatible. Latest
Geoff Becker as Cocky is the ultimate .un- revivalsof the play have starred Clare Bloom,
Liv Ullman, and Jane Fonda" - each producderdog, whom it's impossible not to root for.
Freshman,: this weekend give your parents tion has been memorable and controversial.
About more than marriage, is still cona treat (for a change), and take-then? to see cerned with the games peopleitplay,
and is
Roar of the Greasepaint, Smell of the Crowd. more apropos of today attempts to
's
live
Performances start at 8:00 Thursday and
together
legally
or
illegally
as
man
and
wife
,
Friday evenings, and at 2:00 and 9:00 on
than such vehicles as Albee's Delicate
Saturday.
Balance or the vitriolic Virginia Woolf. As
such the play could have been written
yesterday - it has vitality and relevance for
today.
.
The play will begin at 8:00 p.m. on the 16th18th, and reservations may be made by
calling 872-6048after 5:00 p.m..
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This week Stu-A /presents the film The
Graduate, Friday night at 7, and 9:30. Dustin
Hoffman , Anne Bancrof t , an d Kat h ar ine R oss
star in this classic about a disoriented college
gra duate 'who has an affair with an older,
woman and then falls in love with her,
daughter,
' ; ;>
Satur d ay n ight at . 7 and 9:30 SOBHU will
present the film To Sir with Love! Sidney
Poitier stars in this great story of the trials of
a high school teacher, " ¦¦ '
¦ ':- , '

¦
¦
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¦ ¦ ' . ' , ' ... ¦ '
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On Monday, Stu-A will present Grand Hotel,
a 1932 Gre(a Gafbo movie, t h at also features
Joan Crawford, Lionel and Joh n Bofarr y more,
arid Wallace Beery;;^ ; was one the first
' - a real "oldie but
Hollywood extravaganzas
¦
goodie.". ' , ;- . ;.
- . ,,!, • . - ..; :

-J azz-There is Jazz Band at ColbyI Opening the
Parents' Weekend Program of Concerts by
Student groups, the Colby College Jazz Band
will offer a lively program of music by Henry
Mancini, Lennie Stack, Count Basic, and
Duke Ellington. Directed by Adrian Lo,_ the
Jazz Band is made up of Colby Band members
and some members of the Waterville community.
The, jperformance . this Saturday is.
Noveriiber 10th, " 8":ob" PM, in Given
Auditorium, free admission. The program is
as follows:.
Live! (Theme
from Dick Clark's Live Wed~
nesday ) .
Charade . .
Tribute to Basle
Tribute to Duke (It Don't Mean a Thing if it
Ain't Got that Swing)
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THE FER TILE CRESCENT
! •
FOR -HEALTHYPLANTS & FLOWERS ¦ Z
43Main Si Fairf ield ' .
,. '¦ ' v
( Across fro m J im 's j . .
'"' ;./
Open Daily 10 • 6
Beautiful crafts at incredibly low prices

I-Play Sportj s
Phi -Delt And Zetar Psi Growneb.
by Jonathan Greenspan
undefeated at 6-0, They were trailed by Zeta: ;;;
Psi, who finishedat4-2.
<
Like the regular season, both Phi-Deltarid
GTO prevailed in their oner game semi-final
playoffs. Phi-Delt squeezed by _teto=Psi oh
penalty kicks and GTO edged put a 2-1
decisiorr over the Coburn United squad. The
finals, which was a 2.of 3 contest, had Phi-Delt
sweeping the previously undefeated GTO
squad two to zip. The first gameCwas won by
penalty kicks and the second, 1-0, on a Lincoln
Briggs tally.
Unlike Soccer, Football ran into forfeit
problems and had to disband two teams, thus
finishing with but four teams at the end of the
season. Subsequently, all four remaining
squads vaulted into the playoffs with the
"title" in mind.
In the semi-finals, Tau Delta Phi defeated a
Lambda Chi squad via forfeit. In the other
match-up,—Zeta Psi mauled DKE 36-6, thus
setting - the stage for < a _ Tau-Delt-Zete
showdown. Tau Delt for the third straight
year finished undefeated arid Zete was the
defending champion from a yearago.
On a pass from quarterback Jon Covell,
Warren Pratt tallied the first score of the
game and placed Tau Delt ahead early in the
contest. The kick failed and Tau Delt was on
top 6-0. Zete rebounded to tie the score just
before the conclusion of the first half on a pass
from Chris -Murphy to Tom Haggerty. The
extra point was successful on a pass to Dave
Harvey and Zete was ori top at the half 7-6.

This past week, the I-Play program completed its Fall campaign and Phi-Delt and
Zeta-Psi attained the "bragging rights" for
the next year to the Soccer and Footballtitles.
In the Fall intramural Tennis tourney, Ed
Davies gained the singles title, while Bob
Desmond and Jon Kaufman were crowned
doubles champions.
Perhaps the best indication of a successful
program is .the number of people participating in it. In that case, the I-Play soccer
program this year was one of the best in
recent memory. Comprised of 15 squads and
160-175 individuals, the program "ran
smoothly and efficiently," according to this
year's commissioner, Tom Dailey. "We had a
90-gameschedule, yet there were only three
forfeits; an incredible statistic."
The league, which was divided into two
evenly balanced divisions, included only six
fraternity teams, pointed out Dailey. These
teams were not separated from the remaining
nine squads thereby separating fraternity and
non-fraternity teams, but were placed in the
same leagues. Yet there were no problems as
the games were generally low-scoring and
pretty much even match-ups, many decided
by penalty kicks.
The playoffs included four teams, the first
and second place finishers in each division. In
Group A, it was Phi-Delt on top with a 6-0
record, with Coburn United finishing in
second with a 4-2 standing. In the B division,
GTO, like Phi-Delt, completed their season

The second half was all Zete as they scored
19 unanswered points by way of Haggerty's
second touchdown, a Harvey reception for a
touchdown, arid a Chris Murphy bootleg into
the endzqne. Tau Delt scored once mbre
before the final gun sounded on a passJrorri
Artie Sullivan to Jim Disidoro but it proved to
be too little, too late!Trie final score was Zete
26, Tau Delt: 12, thus, rnaking it two - consecutive years~~ that Zete has defeated Tau
¦
;_ •
Delt in the finals.
•.¦.¦ ¦--!•
second
seed
Ed
this
past
week,
.. In Tennis
Davies upset the ; number one seed Bob
Desmond, 7-6; 6-4. The tiebreaker score was 54. In doubles, Bob Desmondand Jon Kaufman

defeatecfM att Lewis and Kraig Wmters 6-2,62 in a very well playedmatch.
A second I-Play tennis tourney will be held
during Jan Plan. It will include men's and.
women's- singles and doubles, and mixed
- "' ' :
-;
doubles.
If there were any problems in this year's
Fall I-Play campaign it concerned the
reshuffling of games due to late classes and
lab" conflicts, problems that can not be
avoided. The play on the whole was good, the
sportsmanship excellent and the participation
outstanding. The second ' phase of I-Play
begins in January, and'if you rnissed out this
•
Fall, go out arid PLAY I!

Defeat Bowdoin

Ru ggers Wet In Rematch
by Jim Bourne

In one of the zaniest matches of the year ,
between the forwards and backs. Fine play
the Colby Ruggers out-waded the Bowdoin
was also exhibited by Peter Clerkiri , John
ruggers in a 6-0 match , revenging an jjarly
Sorter , Dave Marcus and Tom Daley.
season loss. Despite the continuous downpour
With the backs trapped in a quagmire , the
throu ghout the game, the ruggers 'mana ged to
forwards took command of the game,* Colby 's
keep the upperhand in a kick and run game.
, forwards won eveiy scrumdown of the day.
The ruggers traveled to Bowdoin with high
The forwards pushed the Bowdies back
hopes, coming off a convincing win last week
relent lessly, even managing to.retake the ball
a&ainst Concord. The rain did .little to
after their hooker had won contr ol. Big foot,
dampen the ruggers ' spirits , but did cause
Jim Levi, pounced all over the ball , hooking
trouble for the , backs and made passing dif- - the ball despite the mud. Giving Levi support
ficult in the ba ckfield. As a result , the game
were John Flerlag e and Rod Marshall.
became a kick and run battle. Superb defense
\ When the ball , wasn't being kicked, the
was displayed by Greg Kennan which kept the
forwards found ample opportunity to run with
battle away from Colby's try line.
the ball . There was very little open field
If you were to judge a person 's play by how
running, but a lot of team pushing. The only
sloppy they looked at game 's end, the entir e
score of the day came as the ruggers drove
team played a hell of a game. The sole, exthe Bowdies back the seemingly endless five
ception was Bobby Davidson , who must have
yards where Doug Herbert found the ball just
turned into Mr. Clean after the whistle
, over the try line. . Cheering the scorie, the
^
Frustration was high, as the backs adjusted
ruggers patted each other , but this display of
iheir style of play, to the weather ;ii,M arc
satisfaction jvas riot
enough for' one lone
¦ YOUR
Gavonl again played well in coordinating play MAKE
' ¦ /. - ' - . • ¦ .;- - .? ; " ¦ ¦¦¦ ¦• '•
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Dtfa vu? Colby soccer stillawaits word on this year's ECAC playoff bids. »
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The wet and wild match at Bowdoin ended
Richard Buchanan displayed .his euphoria the most successful season ever for the Colby \
with a 30 foot slide across the midfield swamp. Ruggers with a 5-2 record. This year has seen,
Rounding out the forward pack was Buck an increase in participation , both player and
arid Jim -Bourne at the )ocke'position, Doug
Herbert playing "0" man and Brad Richards
This sprin g Rugbyt eam hopes to travel to!
arid Spencer Staples at the wing forvirard Enjphd ^here the gairi©;€»rlgcli_a%iBi _U I.V: :- 0 V: '-. ;.' ' --^
special ;
%-Z zZy Z ' Z '; ..!-: ¦ ZZ l •:;, ' : < The^ir ^^
positions." '!- ¦
Tho rain may have hamper ed the backs , but tharik -lto thelr i^di'iPeter -PearaoriVA ye also"
it made everyone feel like little kids again. want to thank Uie Colfc^
Toward the gome's end, a pi le up occurre d a t fahtrisilcCaiipportv^
midfield , where lack of grass and abundance
support and hope to soc evcryono out again
of water made for a pig pen, With appropriate
spring;?^If ^^ l^Si ^i
¦come
: '
humor ,^jgueialri, could, be heard from ;the ;-,:, !;,¦,;),; :^ZZ-yZ:zZZZ!y
Z^ 'ZZ^ZZZv¦Z.Z^X '•);
playerfl fos tfiey ttirashed through tho mud to •--Tha
gain conti'o¦rof the greased
watermollo n like froni DeOrsey's will &o,Friday November 9th
¦¦
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They all knew: The more I think-about it, the more I swear that they all knew. How could they
have not known? Tom Brookshier kept on warning us all:
Z
It was a big game for the-Giants, perhaps their biggest in 'a decade. Yes, it has been tha t long
.since the Giants last resembled a professional football team. For those of us who recall,those
days of faded glory , the New York.Giants of 1970 finished the seasonat9-5, just one game short
of a playoff berth. Fran Tarkington was then at the helm, Ron Johnson rushed for over one
thousand yards and a Hungarian placekicker named Pete Gogolak led the team in scoring.
Since that time, the Giants have been vagabonds, "a team without a stadium; a team without a
home; a team without a general manager ; a team without .a coach and a team without a
professional quarterback. For the Giants there has been no reprieve,,just abuse. Last year
after the Philadelphia Eagle fiasco in which the offensive coordinator was fired due to a last
second loss to the Eagles, irate fans burned their tickets in disgust. They had had enough,
enough of a team that was such an embarrassment to New York; (hat New:YqrkerS didn't bat
' J
an eyelash when theyTied to the swamps of ffie Meadowlands. ' ; , !!.
Z, ZZ Z ZzZ '
;
But:last Sunday, we watched a different Giant squad, a team which'had floundered in the
cellar Of the National F^
their dreadful past, maybe they ivere a teain of the future.
aroimd. Perhaps;1
^off four consecutive victories, have a , bright, strong ,armed rookie quar
They were coming
:
terback and a-staunch
knew.
Zi defense; a soiind foiiridation for future Giantsquads.But they-all
Roger
Phil Simrris^!was ifteeri^arid trying to mak£ his high !school styiadjin 1970, while ys
Staubach was doing what itseems he has been- doing forever ,: leadin^fte Dallas Cowbo into
the playoffs. This p^
by the mighty Pittsburg Steeiere; Now, they vro
their
frustrations and'manhandle a team which they ta^
Despite their loss a weekagO^they were still?*-- arid talking Super Bowl. And they knew too.
So the Giants play iri front of a capacity crowd that after so many years, finally had
something to cheer about They^whipped it up, they stomped, they stcwd. they'were all 'bout to
party. ;Trie Giants^
nifty Simrris to Perkins thirty-two yard passing play: Ahead 7:3; the Giants stopped a Dallas
drive;at the one on ah incredibie goal-line stand just before the half and sent the 76,490 partisan
But we "were
fans into-a dancing frenzy. Maybe these were hot the: Giants of old - just maybe.
]
:
'
'"Z
agairiwanii^:Tte^
.- Z Z 'Z Z ZZ Z}- r - ZZZ ' Z Z
I moved away from the ty^ew^
whaf was to be, a very- exciting second half of football. I am nota Giant fan, but on Sunday I had
to root for them, anyone watching had to' root for them. Trailing 7-6 in the fourth, Dallas mm-*
bled at .their own thirty-six and set lip thelGiants' second score. Four plays later on a Simms to
Taylor touchdown pass- the magical Giants were ahead 14-6 with but.8:43 left on the clock.
¦¦ ' ¦ But
' - :-. ;!- : ;y "Zr y :
they kriewrThey all knew^:- _ .-'>.
;
.'
.,- '
; With 2:24 remaining, a Staubach to Pearson passing play brought the Cowboys to within one,
but still they needed another possession.cAn onside kick would do the trick, but the Giants
recovered and all it¦wpulditake .was a first down to secure the win. But the:Cowboys held and,
after three plays, the Giants punted to the Cowboys ' nine. It was to he the beginningof the end
for the Giants as Roger the Dodger marched the Cowboys down to the Giant twelve. The drive
corisummated?9 yards and took up seventy-three ticks on the clock. With but two seconds left,
Rapheal Septien corihected bri a chip shot and raised his.arms in victory .It's funny that none of
the other Cowboys rejoiced with their last second triumph. For they knew. They had to know.
I shook my head in disbelief arid watched the likes of Jo!hn Mendenhall with his head in his
hands on the sideline. They had played sucha marvelous game, but they didn't know. Everyone
else knew. Tom Landry knew ;Roger StaubachTcnew.Tony Dorsett knew. Even the announcers
knew! Tom Brookshier kept on telling us what would happen, yet the Giante didn't know. Try
not to laugh, please
/ up the Giants; they were just
rZ^ don't laugh. Just wake
: the brunt of a cruel

j ^ ^z..j . ^
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ilairlerai^
by Kevin Fahey
finished 42nd, Dan Ossoff drew on his ex, The men'.s cross-country team finished 14th
perience as a "mudder'!,'and was the 60th man
behind;the deferidirig champions, Prbviderice
to cross the line.Osbff was followed by Kelly
' College',..':in the - flew Engliand :crbss-couritry
rjbdge in the -Srd spot,
champioriships- last Saturday^Ray Treacy of
: Phil Hough was the first 3-digit man as he
Providence led - his team lb .victory by
across- the line in 100th place , Jon
sloshed
firiishingiflrst in 24;12; Harriers'^
proved
that Hough is not the only one
Bees'
'
five New England.colleges and universities
wh o.is '.'rbugh-loiigh'' as he got up from a hard
ran!the fiye!m ile course at .Frankliri-Park in
- ¦ ^Boi^zWzZ^ZZ zZ-Z^ ' ZZ 'Z- zZZZ
fall . ori concrete to •;finish 122nd. Bees was
^Z ^
followed a bit later by Bill McCully and Toni
III
Colby
finished'third
among
the
division
lg
"schools in the meiet. Only Bates and Williams
Ahern. McCully found the weather and subsequent course conditions to be a problem.
scored ahead of the MiileiS. This success; for
Ahern was plagued by a leg injury that he
'.' ¦r; Colby is indicative of the! improvement in .the
;
suffered during the preceding week.
•_ team over the past few years.; : ' :;
'!
¦" Heavy rata ri.ado!the course muddy and
The New Englands was the final meet for
the Colby harriers who finished their regular
. slow, but Todd Coffin ran j a 'strong-race in
season with a very successful p-2,recor d.; -;
spite ;bf :!iJi^
f*r-r;r ^ r *.£-?-v^
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Au p urp ose
back PatdBelangerreturned to limitedactionlast week

Fumbles Prov e Costly

Jiimbos Slash Mules
by Jonathan Greenspan
Amidst ai driving rain this past Saturday, the ground. Of 52 rushing plays, Tufts
the Colby Mules dropped their second con- managed but 96 yards,"while Colby gained but
secutive game, losing to the powerful Tufts 73 on 42 carries. In the "air, botHTeams had
Jumbos 20-0. The loss, which lowered the even less success as Frank Sears completed
Mules' seasonal record to 4-3, came at the just two of eight aerials for 25 yards and Tufts '
hands of a Tufts squad which has now gone Chris Conners passed just three times for 22
undefeated in their last eleven outings, yards. Said George Dolan of the futility of
spanning a period of two years.
moving the ball under the circumstances,
Due to prohibitive circumstances, both "We had one decent .drive in the second
offenses were unable to mount a serious drive quarter when we moved the ball for about 45
throughout the contest. Instead of a wide-open yards, but afterwards we couldn 't do
high scoring battle of two dynamic offenses, anything; It was a fiasco. "
those who sat through the rains in Medford
This week, the Mules are at home for .their
were treated to a very uneventful; fumble- final game of the year against the Polar Bears
filled gariie;"We didn't/ play, football ," of Bowdoin._ /'We're more up for this- game
commented Captain George Dolan. "Neither thanxanything else, commented Dolan. "It's
team could do -anything. It was just too slow. our last game, we 've done well at home, and
We should have stayed ¦over and played the there should be a good crowd. In addition , we
game on Sunday." ¦ ;, ' '
have rebounded after each of our poor perAfter a scoreless first quarter, the first of formances this year to have top games the
thrbe crucial Mules mistakes gave the week after. " .
Jumbos their first score of the afternoon . With
The Mules, who have failed to beat Bowdoin
only three minutes left in the half , Frank since 1972, enter, this game undefeated at
Sears fumbled a center snap af his own 28 home this year and have a chance to attain
yard line, had the ball pop into the air and their first winning seasbn since 1972. A win
then picked off by Tufts middle guard Tim would also insure the Mules of a share of this
Keegan. Keegan then sloshed his wayHhrough year 's CBB crown with both Bowdoin and
the quagrriire down tlie left sideline for the Bates — a nice conclusion to what has been a
score and what would prove to be an in- very exciting and rewarding season for both
surmountable Jumbo lead.
Colby football and those who have followed It.
It was riot the sole Mule furhble of the day,
nor would it prove to be the only costly one.
Two more Mule turnovers in the third quarter
put the game ^ but of reach for Colby, one a
fumble at their own 28, the other six plays
later at their 32. An opportunistic Tufts offense turned both of these rriistakes into
scores and a 20-o;fmaI; ;s
But Colby was not by itself when it came to
coughing tip the ball, The Jumbos turned over
three of their five fumbles yet at no time were
the Mules able to take advantage of these
mistakes and put some points on the board, If
anything gives a clue to what kind of a game it
-'f^^^^^H^^P*'^
was down in Medford , it would be the ^^^^^^^^K^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^HM^^'^'
statistics, Both squads possess high powered,
dependable offenses , y et b etween th em vthey ^^^^^^^^K'1^-^^i^^^^^^^^^^^^||
.^III^I^I^I^I^I^I^IIbH^U^I^I^H
^^^^^^^^^^^^^IB_____
^'Z-!
>
only managed216 total yards, most of these on ^^^^^^B^j
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Make tax-deductible check payable to U.S. Olympic ,
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*Flu ; Shots are ;_N f '; this year. They are
available (m aH Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday afternoons from 1:00 - 3:00 p.m. in
the Walk-In (Nurse 's Room) at the Infirmary,
2ndfloor, Garrison -Foster Health Center. No
appointment is necessary from now until
exams begin, December 7th.
The charge this year is $2.00, which is a
reduction from last year. We do try to fight
inflation ! Students , faculty -and staff and
spouses (active or retired )are eligible.

..The Forrest E. GoodwiaPr izes
Open to _1I Colby students. A 10 tp 15 minute
speech relating to the general topic of "1979,
the winter of America discontent. "
Prospective contestants should register at
the English Department desk , north wing 2nd
floor of Miller Library.
Finals: 4:30p.in. Monday , Dec. 3rd ; The
finals will be limited to six contestants for
Registrat ion deadline :
each contest.
Tuesday , Nov. 21st. If preliminaries are
required , they will be announced in the
ECHO.

Chain scholarships are awarde d to college
students for use during their Senior year. To
be eligible, students must req uire financial
assistance in order to complete their college
educations , " arid not plan graduat e study.
Each year a number of chain scholarsh ipsare
grantee! to students in all fields of study.
Awards ate " limited to US citizens. High
academic standin g is not a requirement for
eligibility. *
,
<
Scholarships may be awarde d up to $200per
month for a maximum period of ten.months.
For further inform ation , visit the Financi al
Aid Office.

All those interested in' the Student
Ambassador Program please meet in Lovejoy
215 on Monda y,November 19at7:00p.m:.The
Ambassador program is ' : run . by the
Admissions Department arid is for Colby
students to talk about Colby to juniors and
seniors at their high schools over ;Christmas
break. For more informat ion or questions ,
contact Jane Venman at ext. 372or 373.
You can have your travel plans made on
campus at no extra cost. Just contact Kathy
Clark - Student Representative of ; the
Waterville Travel Agency at ext 415. ; ;¦ "

Maple Grove clean- up this Sat morning at
9:30. Come help us get ready for next Spring's
Maple Sugar Making, The Maple Grove is
behind ihe HiHAlumni
House and the teams
¦
courts. .. . . ! ¦ :' - ¦' ¦ ; ¦
,. . _ .
' The International Relat ionsClub is hostin g
the Peking Opera Troupe , here at Colby on
November 17. More details on this in futu re
issues. . .; ',.-; • - - ' ¦- ' _ ' \ - : :;i ' : ,
;
Attention Joggers: ^ :
The Studen t Activities Office is starting a
"Jogging Pool" for those enthusiasts who.
would like to find someone to jog with. We will
keep a card file at Roberts Desk with the
name and extension of each student jogger
and the time that they usually jog. If you jog
regularly , come fill out a card at the Student
Activities Office. If you have any questions ,
please contact Becky Rogers at the Student
Activities Office. Roberts ,x 285.
On Monday , November 12, at 8:00 p.m.
there will be a lecture by William Kazer entitled "Thb Current Situation in Taiwan ," Mr.
Kazer has written for the-Washington Post,
Christian Science Monitor , and ; the Far
Eastern . Economic Review ; His last assignment in the Far East was with the United
Daily News Economic; Report in Taiwan ,
;
China. ' ;r- ' ' -' ! ' - ' '!' v \: :v;/ : , ' " : ' .; " : w-: -I : . " ; ; ! " !
Mr. Kazer was ah East Asian Studies major
from the State University of iNew YOrk. in
Buffalo and the University of Wisconsin ; He
then went to Taiwan to continue his East
Asian studies. It was while he was there that
he started his career in journalism , con- f t
centrating in economic affairs . It was also
while he was in Taiwan that he met Colby
Professor Lee Feigon. C ( ; ;^ .;
K
As of noW, he is also tentatively scheduled to
give a workshop on journalism earlier in the
,!; -ZZ
day on Monday.

. .The Hannibal Haml in Prize for Freshman
An 8 to 10 minute speech on a topic of the
student 's own choice. A J udicious use of notes
is permissibl e. Contestants v are asked . to
defend a clear ly stated point of •vieyr on a
worthwhile! topic of current interest. Note
that the Hamlin competition is open only to
Freshman students^/.;;,;:y-:;... ';, -:; :r : . '!./ ' :V^
A "Student Primary Emergency Care
Service !' (SPECS) has been established ori
the Colby campus. Anyone who is sick or
injured or is a witness to such a situation and
needs assistance should call the infirmary at
extension 231 or call the emergency extension
347. After you call the health center student
EMT or an ambuulance will be radio
dispatched to your location , as the. nurse

deems necessary.

The Colby 's Women's Group, , in alliance
with other political organizations !on campus,
is sponsoring a week of activities focusing on
pertinent political issues of the day ; We would
welcome any suggestions as to lecturers ,
musician's, etc. Call Nancy at x548or Pam
at
:
x578; ¦ Z: > ' ." .""" ZZ^ Z ^:- s - Z y \ 'Z :' ': ' ' ' 'z

SUMMER TN INDIA, COLUMB _A, CUBA
OR
ENGLAND - The Lisle Fellowship, Inc.
IN
HOSPITAL
INTERE STED
offers
summer programs of intercultural
VISITATION? Students who may be ineducation
in foreign countries for college
A '68 Colby graduate who is in charge of the
Mid-Maine
terested in visiting patients in
students.
These
are educational programs for
internal financial computing system for the
(Thayer
Units)
and
Seton
Medical Center
which you have to pay costs, but are designed
Digital Equipment Corporation in Maynard ,
under Jhe auspices of the office of the
to give you credits which may be transferred
Mass (30 minutes from Boston) will take on
Chaplain of the Hospital are asked to contact
back
to Colby.
in Lovejoy
an interested student for a Jan Plan. No
or
by
Chaplain Longsta ff (by campus mail
¦¦:¦: ¦ ¦ More information
, ^;- : !ZhZ -:-- V: ¦
'!;:
>yr:
110
.
.
computer experience is necessary. He will
interest.
If
to
indicate
their
telephoning x340)
take a student majoring in any department . If
sufficient interest is found, Chap lain Brewster
For those interest ed in the Williams College
you're interested¦ see Mrs. Kiralis in Eustis
will come to Colby to exfrom
the
Hospital
Mystic Seaport Sernester -{in Maritimb
¦
'
'
205. '- . -Z \ .,Z ' H " Z . * :- v ' k ' ' - . ,• " ',". . .
plain the tr aining and visitin g opportunities
Studies - there will be a meeting arid a slide
If the computer gets well group Jan Plan
which he will provide.
show Wedneisday Nov. 14 at 1:30 in Mudd 311.
rosters will be posted in the 2nd floor Eustis
A representat ive from the program will be
hall on November 13th. If you registered for
Weds , Nov. 14, 7:00 p.m., Health Center there to talk to all those interested .
an independent plan, with the signatures of
GUIDES TO ASSERTIVE LIVING - with Dr.
Are you interested in Sea Semester? On
Library; Tower Tours will be given on
both your sponsor arid -your faculty adviser
Lewis Lester and Ms. Carol Houde , Clinical
Nov. 16th at 4p.m. in Fbss-Woodmari
Friday,
November
11th,
Freshman
Parent
'
s
Weekend
and y ou're not a freshman , then you're in itPsychologists. L ,
from. 10 AM to 5 PM. Tickets will be 50 cents Lounge , the Colby S.E.A. alumni are getting
each , in advanc« 7to beriefif SPECS.7 Tickets together for a Runi Swizzle and slide show.
!' " !;ST IJ- A >F(LI ^
Any interested faculty and students are inare limited and will be sold Nov. 6th through
~ ~
¦'•
I
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l
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¦
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vited . Coming? Please contact David
lll
llilllWI
Dinin
c
Rooms
**'—¦———MM—¦—¦IIMjIIS-iMilllll
9th
outside
the
l
during
dinner.
_____ ^_
- _P—**
____^^ __ __^^^. ________
*"
¦n
m ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Goldsmith at x510 or Lynn Collins at x574,
Get yours early ! "^
^^^^^
^^
Colby has official exchange programs with
Plans are being made for a Bonfire-Rally
Fisk
University ; Nashville, Tennessee, arid
"
"
Nov. 9, Friday, to stimulate ' rowdiness
with
Howard
University, Washington /,D.C.
the
Colby
Community
before
the
amgpgst
^ Hfll^___-______________________________________________ -_________
^
Bowdoin football game Sat. at 1:30. A list of This opportuni ty is open to sophomores and
juniors , on a one semester basis. Anyone
____________________________________________________________________________
_l_^K'<'^^ ______________l^_^_H_ :_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^__i events is in ttie process of being arranged ,
including an effigy burning, cheers , hot cider , intere sted should contact Mrs. Betts'Kirah s
an introduction of the Colby football team by Eustis 205 (Ext. 584) or Professor Jonas '
370)/ not later
Coach Ko pps , and a race off-the-field ap- Rosenthal , Lovejoy 308 (Ext.
. '• • " "• . ' .
pearance by. the Colby Mule. Invitations have than November 15.
Thursday, ' Nov. 15! in ^e; Smith Room!!been sent to the faculty and president; all are
' [m9\&JmmS \\\\\
^
encouraged to come and cheer • regardless of Roberts at 5:30-7:00 pm there will he dinner
lung strength. The rally is being sponsored by and discussion of Colby's new Jun ior Year
~
¦
i^W^^________i____sfi_____P^ •*vt ^<L -wl< _^_^_^B__iv___^ ^l^l^l^^ l^l^l^l^l^l^l^l^l^lHI^ ^Ii
the Colby Newman 's Club but any group . in- Program in Caen and of (programs iii France
«
ta___JP_S_f
.--j_
L ^:^^ > ^\V/ ^ Hfir ^ ¦K_^_^_^_^_^_B_V
terested is welcomed to help. Keyes Fiber has in general. ; All interested freshme n arid
MM ^^
;:_ •'
sophomores are urged to attend .
generously donated the wood for the bonfire
All Grib Notes and Ann ouncements must be subm itted to the ECHO
bffice in Roberts Union before Monday evening.
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Crib Notes

Car eer ^Watc ii
RECRUIT ER V -ON^CAMPUS: ;.

:

•/

SPECIAL EDUCATION ;- GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS - The University at Alban y
Drew Univ: - ? Theolbgy - Tmarsi ^Nov:, offers' iiutstandi ftg- fellowships in specia l
education which involve full-time internships
Washingtb handXee LAW
Fri , Nov. 9
Univ. of¦ Md.
LAW
in schools , plus compensation while pursuin g
Sat., Nov. 10
N.E .
LAW
Mon., Nov. 12 a Masters in Educational Psychology .
Applicants must have teaching certification.
Hannaford Bros. ' J Jobs in
Management Tues., Nov. 13 More information in Lovejoy 110.
, MBA
' Weds., Nov714
Suffolk
GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS - in any field
US. Navy
Weds. , Nov.l4 are available from Dalhousie University in
Diploma cy, Thurs., Nov 15
Princeton Univ.
Nova Scotia. These are extremely generous
— , .
International
schola
rships for anyone interested in studying
Affairs
in
Canada.
More information in the Career
Sign up now in Lovejoy 110!
Plannin g Office.

Colby Trivia "

^7^

An excerpt from a book entitled Colby Stories
by Herbert Carlyle Libby , class of 1902
A Curt Rejoinder

OPERATION CROSSROADS AFRICA-The
latest information about Crossroads Africa
prog rams for college students in rural african
villages just arrived in the Career Plannin g
Office. American 'students work with Africans
on community projects such as construction
of schools, medical facilities , community :
centers , and water systems. An excellent ^
program in which several rece nt Colby
students have participated/
|
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© Edward Julius .

*

U Edna F-rber's "So
1 Unvarying 51 Poles apart (abbr. ) 12 Flyi ng
. 8 Court of wills,
54 Word on. a bill - « 13 Anode or cathode .
estates
,
etc.
;
14 Whole ..- •- ;
.
57¦ . Meet a'poker
¦
15 Pope '.'s foreign ' ¦¦.).. : ¦ ¦ • '¦ bet . ¦¦-¦ ¦ . ;- - - " '... f¦- - 24 Glides along representatives
58 Drury ' s " Come" '
25 "The Bells of
" .
16 Heard confessions ; Come Tyre "
[
27 Wi t chin g hou r
17 Small freshwater., 60 As a Whole (2 wds.) 28 Be honest with
., fishes- ' :
62 Bob , Hope ' s birth29 " ...done this with '
• —- live girl " V, - .".
18 Surrounded by ocean
place v .
19 Sonnie.sunmer '' ..''. '
63 Preservative ¦ in
30 Novelist •—- .Cather . .
• .¦/ m eats . .. „ ' . • - .• ¦
20 By birth :
31 Popeye , for one
34 Unem b e111she d
64 Purifies seawater
21 —— Aviv
( 65„ "Am b1tion should 'be 36 Infuriated ,
22 ."—- Blue?" ,
;: ma de of •— stuf f" 37 Eagle-be_ked
23 Bellicose deity
Z - 'Z \ / ACROSS ^

25 Hoosegow or clink ' ;
26 ,-Let one ' s hair ,dow|)
'
28 Part of LL.B.
32 Prong
«•
.
33 Bad piace for a '
- trans fer;

49 Certainly

50 Mr. Wallach . ¦>

;

DOWN

-

38
39
45
' -. . 46
47

ii -

Shop refuse ..
Migrator to 13-Down
Where Lon ghorns
pl ay
Fashion
Hee Willie or Ru by

.

1 Gain affection
2 Domino with four
.spots
51 Wh i te House office35 Defensive-ditch
3 Prepare film-for
52 Held in ; .
36 Craftily or deceit- . . splicing
1.
53 Graduate school
\fully
4;Pretense " ¦¦
¦
ou t put : . '.':. -, / ¦ ¥ , .' ,
40 Prefix for lung ; ¦¦ 5 !Tres —• '. '• 6 Knowledge
54 Rackets '
.
41; Home expert
est percipi
55 Part of. BTU
42 Tari ff :. , . ,! -, , 7
56 Suffix for ki tchen '
43 First name in jazz 8.Attention -getter
9 Former South Koreanr59' Hi gh note
44 Village on ¦the¦
.
• Hudson "• '•'. :. ''¦¦'¦ '-. .:' ;
61 Former Boston Bruin .:
leader ¦!'•
:' . , ' .
st ar , ' -"
48 Horse code signals 10 Mr,. Roberts
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Wanted: To switch from my single to a room
in the girl 's quad. So if you don 't get along
with your roommate , send replies to Box 1244. .
Paying $10 men 's, $5 women 's for class
rings. Any condition. Will ar range pick-up.
Phone toil-free 1-800*35-2246 anytime.
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Dr. Champlin as a recitation officer , in the
main , was admirable ; In' retort lie was qulck
and cutting/The !following iricideht will show
how sfeyere ty he; could address a student if
¦
occaision required: yr ; ¦ ZZZ Z - ; ¦ '¦'
It was pblitical economy reicitation.
Dr. ;Champlin fcalled up A; to recite. ;He
recited very well but the ^Doctbrnoted that the
^
connection was hot at all times clear. He
therefore confronted ; the student with thifei
unexpected information that .he was leaving
out something ^, ;i , ; ;. : ±\ , Z; ,k- ZZr. ry Z- ;Z
The student rejoined.that he had thumbed
his/book so much that the text was partially
destroyed. • ', /". !!¦ /:! ¦ ¦•. v .. .,' -, '= // ¦;.;r Z Z- :
••Well ," said toe Doctor, '' you should have
thumbed it into your brain by. this time Recite , Mr. B. " A. did.not thereafter .attempt
to draw on his imagination to supply a worh ¦
'¦ " ¦
out text ,;' ; '" ";¦!' ¦! • ;; -; . .
'
An Effective ""Water. Treatment' '.
It was late autumn in the sixties: N~
'
'
>
.^e 'tutor! ih ' 'Greek** ^iu :., pet;-n^e: for Iiiin
being "Toot' -was ; the . rriost upright ,
downright , punctual , accurate , faultless man
we had ev^r-eiicouhtered. Eveiything about
him went ; with. the precision of clockwork ;
every step he strode was just , as long as every
other , and consumed in the making an unvarying number of seconds . He never joked ,
rarely smiled, never got in the least irritated
or excited. We held him in resp ect , so far as
our limited ability in that line allowed , but we
'
did not love hlrii. Indeed
; , we fancied him quite
too cold-blooded tx) ever inspire any such
tender feeling towards himself , or to exercise
it towards any other human hieing, even of the
opposite sex; but in this;latter particular we
found ourselves mistaken . We were certain he
had ho love fpr .iis, but we did discover tha t
he made regular nocturnal tri ps.beyond * the
river . Now tye ' Vshadowed himi ,'*- and found
that , his long * evening walks always brought
him to a stately farmhouse , the home of an
exceedingly sweet and winning young lady ;

For Sale: Hart short skis, Nevada bind ings
and Mordica boots (ladies ' size 9). Call 872-

INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP - November
'
13 at6:W ) iri LoFve.1oYlTO. DonH miss it.
'" '

ppon Monda y throughThursday and Saturday, 9:30 to 5:30, Friday 9:30 to 9:00,
'I - .¦.' ¦.* !, ¦; ;;; ;¦; ¦ '' ¦ Mnflterohaigo , Vlaa and American ExproBB cardii honored,
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Letters To Tile Editor
To the Edito r :.
There havet been many letters to the ECHO
this fall concerned with school-wide change.
This is a health y sigh of a democratic system
involving student , facult y; and adminis tration . We ^have a hew preside nt and the
gs,"
campus attitude ; is "Let' s change thin
:[
'
thin
gsbetter
;''
Z
'
"Let' s dO
ZZy Z : Z
% Early this semester ther e -was a concern bh
campus for general safety in" _ regard to
inadequate lighting/ -.'At/a meetin g between
students and Administration , it was decided
to walk the problem areas and bring the
matter to a resolve. The Administ ration 's
action was quick and sure. Old lights were
rep laced and new lights were installed. These
new lights br ought a benefit to the whole
Colby Commu nity. However , some of the
newly insta lled lights have since been broken,
/for what reason I don't , know. I think we
should respect our self-inter est ;and the costs
of runn ing our college by ; asking those
amongst tis to cease this show of ^respect. :
Tlie breakin g of these lights Impedes the
progress toward our desire - more lighting, '
just as the letters to the ECHO lack proposed
solutions to our brings tis no closer to our
desire - change. My attitude is/ "let' s
(students , faculty,,and Administratio n) get it
done;" The feeling of the activity on canipus is
a signal that we are read y for action. Personally, with a year and a half left at Colby* I
would like rto. enjoy some -: of this ichan ge.
Therefore , I make a plea to all parties to
specify , concretely your concerns and
solutions/The.EPC and the Students Unite
Program are two vehicle of expression , for
your thoughte , here at Colby: Liiet's get thin gs
done now. !iLet' s get it in gear. And please,
don't break the limits. )
¦
Sincerely, ;¦" -;Kevin Kehoe '

To the Editor : ' ..'•¦

/

H as an yone else not iced the r ecent wave of
destruction on campus? While walking back
from Robert' s last Saturday night , we were
amazed to find three lights tha t had been
completely torn down and a bench : that had
/
also been demolished;- . -> •¦;¦>
W e are sur pr ised that such vanda lism is
tak ing place, especially In view of the growing
Cs concern with women's safety on campus.
Dur ing a recent meeting, a student questioned
the adequacy of lighting on the campus . One
of the explanations ' given for the insufficient
lighting was the destruction of existing limits.
How can we expect the administration to
view us a mature , and responsible students ,
capable of making decisions about improving
our educat ion, - when we don't even show
. respect and considera tion among ourselves ?
We are here by choice and for the same basic
reason - to get the most out of the educational
opportunities offered. Why hiake it harder on
' ' ourselves?. ^..1;//; . !; , !-!/ /!/ // / // /!:./; ' :o!
This destruct ion of campus pr operty < is
hurting everyone. It notonly makes Colby less
safe but it decreases the quality of life for all
of us. And for what ?? . ' /
' * ../;. ¦- .¦ ¦ ¦; ¦ >.¦ - .
Caroly n Treat/
•;,;//
'
Jill Benedict
/ /// ; /¦;- ; ; - ¦ ; , ¦- : . * ^¦¦Z
¦¦: ¦¦: • sm ,;• ¦- ¦¦ ¦¦ • .. ¦.. :« •. •.: ,.„, ,¦¦, ;¦ ¦,, , . ¦ . -. . . ¦ >.-' .- . •, ¦•£ ' ; n'!
' . -.
¦
¦'
: ,; ¦ ¦
' ' ' ¦¦¦
; • ' . ; > /!/:'// ¦ •;// .'; • ,' • ' ''/ ; ,
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¦' ' (;
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;
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As a freshman , I have been shocked by the
'^ amount ^ of ; vapdalis ni. and littej ; at Colby
„ College; Thtae acts orb so unnecccsory. It Is
hard to bolleve th at anyone would commit
such foul ';dct -. Yet (lies© ' acts, continue , apparently perpetraited by students. One can
/only ask "Why?" The simple act of holdin g a
paper cup in your han d till a garba ge can is

reached never hur t anyone. There is ho excuse - for vandalism ; anyone who,! , breaks
lamppiOsts!or benches can pnly--te labeled as
. ' sick/: "'/ . -: ":;. ¦ /\V-/ > / ; /'/ ¦- /¦/ ¦ ZZ Zr- Zy Z '.y i
Z We, as the students of Colby, must do
every thin g to halt thiese insane acts. Anyone •
seen committing vandalism : should be immediately reported to the administration.
Litter must be combatted by all, faculty,
stadehts , and ; adminisiration . It takes no
effort at all toof stoop down and pick up two or
three ^ieces garbage. True , the campus is
relatively devoid of garba ge cans', but ! what
would it do to build new ones if they would
only be destroyed? ' -"' - :
Remember , this is ow campus , and we
must work together to pr event further aicts of
this nature and tocorrect past acts. ¦ -' • ¦"'
Sincerely yours ,
JOhnHattan / . / . .

The social ; atmoisphere L at Colby /could
change; overnight. / Some ; of Z the; other
problerns will require a tough! fig^t; butit is a
fight ftatnm ^be fpi^t. ;:^
The student apathy can only be combatted
by the students. Ap_nmisfrative efforts ^are
useless and worthless . Student ^outcry is the
only resolution. While many smdenits: wili be
packing their bags for home tonight , I wonder
if they know that aTfew INVOLVE!} students
planned a/bonfire rall y in suppor t of the
football team 's; ;contest ,wim;Bo^oin/this
weekend ; ~--/ '- ' ' . /!:!/- '//-•!/, / / 'Z '- 'ZZy ..Z Z
Parents weekend is this Saturday and
Sunday but what ' will be the situation two
weeks from now? How many will run from
/ / .;
THE _H1_L next weekend?; / !
For the gutless ones, the next time you are
at home bwjth the securi ty of your paren ts at
your side and complaining how awful the life
at Colby is, remember , .that you may be the
root of the same problem that you are expressing, to your family.
I can only hope that this letter will inspire
people to wr ite to the ECHO and form groups
to solve the problems which are leading the
growing disenchantment that many students
feel about Colby.
. -

To the Editor:
;;
Z Hear ty congratulations jgo out to those in1
V dividual - responsible for the destruction of
Colby's lightposts and cement benches. In this
- time of re-examination arid redefinition of our
educational values and goals, it' s gratifying to
isee : that , there / are people : with such Sincerely,
\
originali ty, imagination ,^ / ambitioh j and Sam Weiser
determination. We especially admire J these
particular individuals , for their actions
clearly (demonstrate that they have stretched To theEditor:
:
^ their • mental capacities to ; their absolute
limits. We're quite moved that our hardWe've finally done it. We've run straight
earned tuition money isbeing spent as a result into that brick wall of reality. The white of the
of their imaginative deeds.
mortar is etched on our uniform faces. For
- 'HJut really * guys, (or,!girls)i why rema in some, the wall has made a deep indentation ,
anonymous? Step forward and take cri&it for as can be seen by the many articles , letters ,
your incredible feats; there 's a wtole bunch and commentaries received-b y this paper;
of us here oh 2nd floor Woodman who would others nurse their faint scratc hes by turnin g
love to show you what we really think of you. - away from the wall and into the safe , little
environment they've created: Colby.
The November 1st issue of the ECHO is
Sincerely, . //!'/
full
ofissue- tHat are affecting the real world ,
- Various Eds
Out
"there " 'j shuman nature on a lar ge scale
Foss-Woodm an
and so its faults are greatiy magnified. The
world , may be too; big for us to "grasp, so
perhaps we should start with what is affecting
us, as a college, personally. /
To theEditor:
Colby is making a big effort to admit more
Obviously some people feel this is
minorities.
many
I would like to direct myself to the
the majority (i.e. tlie Elebra
a
threat
to
ttiem,
s
o
f
hall
p
art
t
hese
hal
l
owe
d
stu dents who de
Colby for their homes each weekend.! This, to Nelson incident ). Perhaps how we can see the
South Mrican chan ge of governm ent issue in
me, is another indicat ion :• of the way the
a
closer view! I;qubte tfrom Haluk Nural:
avera ge Colby student deals with a problem.
'VThe
existence of a human being is denied. "
THEY RUN.
All over the world , human beings; are being
They run to avoid the problems that exist
here at Colby. They say that the social life is denied existence but it hits , taken the
harassment of one individual , who we know
terr ible. However, it is, pretty hard to plan
and
have seen man y a t ime , to brin g the real
social act ivit ieswhen 50 percent of the student
ing of denia l of basic human rights into
manac
Saturda
y
body has left for the weekend . Last
our
little
circle. " Haluk also says, ''I' m sure
most
evident.
!
was
this
problem
and Sunday,
at least 95 percent of Colby did not know such
The; IF C sponsored parties at DU and ATO
problems have even existed." If we can 't even
more resembled a small intimate cocktail
be aware of the important things around us,
party , rather ; than a campus wide gathering.
how can we possible relate , to the larger
located
Thi coffeehouse , which by the way is
^
population that we are also a part of ?• •/; r;
had
a
live
hall
at
Roberts
,
in! the new dinin g
We pick upthe papers , read the world news,
band arid ;. . yet .-' there was still , a small atand then are caught hack up in our own world
ten dance ,/ ,;'/ :•./ , / • .
• ' -' ¦ . - - .- *;;/- • '
Parties and...s6cial life are not the only of; closed learning. Those papers are full of
murder , destructibn , ra pe, etc.e yery day. W e
things that suffer due to the mass exodus.
the
rahl
aren 't sheltered from It any nibre. ; The fear^
't
just
mean
and
I
don
School spir it ,
generated from reports of harassment at least
rah ! kind of spirit , is affected. The mental
brou ght about a forum on safety at Colby.
attitude of this " student body , reflects the
This campus Is losing it's We 're not a plot of land protected on all sides
tensions .
coheslveness.
; by an invisible fence, just because >ye're a
:.;. To those of you who continuall y desire to college and we're here for a higher educa tloh,
The good land bad ^outside " is also here
escape from Colby, ask yourself , WHY?
you
about
It.
If
"inside. "-^!- z-ZZ Z . y^ ^f aZ ^Z - \Zk
Then try and do something
¦
Another , issue that bias prompted mammoth
feel that/ the work load crea tes too mubh
,
pressure , stop complainin g and get Involved ! debates is the course load at Co]by. "We re
with , the studen t group; trying to chan ge overrun by work !". has bipen! a unifying cry
academic !policies, If you don't like jpreserit - from students much the samecs ''The Primal
Scream. 'J: Graduation is going to- push us but
social life activities get involved /with the
in a society that will not so easily conform to
Social -;Life committee , ! Any reasonable
complaint you have can probably- be;!s61yed,: our demands of less work , but wo nro tho ones,
but ordy with your help.; Thero dre pbople on, thej ; only ones,,vwhoZ will ! brin g >iabput any
changes/ that ( are ^ade ^^ ^ At ^I ^aat /by
this campus who are willing to tr y and mnkc
chan ges. ' Get involved with these " people examining tho reasons and goals of what
we're ^ learnin g rlgh 't now* we're learning to
instead of departin g for Boston on Thursday
z
'
Zz
ZZ' challenge auth ority ! and /hot \ jtist ; Bittin g
or Frida y afternoon.; ;- ZzZ ; -ZZ Z Z\ 'Zz
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jjassively and watching others run our world .
" We are examining this system of education '
to see if it is preparing us for what will come later. Five courses will expose us to'a broader
variety of subjects , but will we be affected or
learn anything by just that brief encounter?
We sit at our desks and digest economic
theories ,
psychological
traits
and
mathematical ^ proofs , etc.. We hopefully incorporate these important teachings into
ourselves. Those hour exams test our mental '
memories , but do they test our whole self ;
mental , physical , and emotional? No.
When we start running into that brick wall ,
it' s our knowledge that will help us invent
.ways of changing those bricks , but it is the "I"
part of us, the individual , who actually puts
that mental plan into action?
Without getting too abstract , I want to
emphasizeJth ese issues that are affecting uspersonally. These are our courses , pur dark
paths we walk on every night , and our neigh- *
bors who suffer as a result of prejudice . If we
can't deal with these problems on this smaller
scale, how can we attempt at a larger one?
Haluk) you still have your "precious senses." Perhaps they 've been dulled by hitting
this brick wall more times than the average
person. ' If your senses weren 't there , we
wouldn 't hear from you so much. We, in this
college environment , .are sheltered to an
extent but we're beginning to hit , that , brick
wall more often. We are the specifics ' that
make up the general . We can't sit back to see
what happens , we have to he what happ ens.
Terry Smith

'

•
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TotheEditor :

-_

Something 's happening here at Colby
College, and it' s great to see the change. For
one year I took advantage of the study abroad ¦
program ,;but now I'm back , arid I' ve noticed a —
real difference in the people l meet.0 The ;
questioning.of riorms iand the-&_ertipn ;!of /
attitudes seem to have m6re impetus than % ;
they did two years ago, and I think this is a/
healthier alternative toIhe passivecriticism /
' -i
' hz
that used to be so'^i^i
ZZz^^f yZZ
x ^^'
tb
an
open
mind ,/
But; please people^try keep
when you'.state your cqpyi ^
;
are twb:sides to ^ei$1^
Wendy and Shaun , keep writ ing those ar ti cles
and don't be discburaged ljb ^
offte;fciculty;!OT of ¦ /
a dim -view of thb iritegrity
or
of
the trustees. John
the administration ^
Veilleux; keep up the good relations with thos e ,
committees ;you serye iohi ; but ldOh 'tyigiiore ; /
their gross inefficiency: or their -patron lzing v ;
respbnse fto-;Btuderita .VA ^^
who iare you tb^ shut up anylpf the ^ple that f;;:
want to co_Wbute;tb the C^we
need a little "
Can 't you isee that maybe
^
radical ism to r„^
conformit y^ that constitute1i
/thb?reality."of the*•- ¦:[
;
-silent majbri r ^;a.€<)lby?!:^^^t ^
^ )Z Z '
Just one.j rhore pommeht tor aU-!jthe) people ^
here that wanttojs ee.^
the tlnie- or ^eriek ^y "to; wbrk^ f^
Ultlmatel y^it;<!bmes down io;-y6u ;th<ih*|-7; -.( .
/ (Uvidual; who hb^tHe i^ry^
r
. for everyone ^else- to follow^ If 'ypii' tliihk that ^i the academic " priorities .are ^misplaced ! at S
Colby, then \stop ^mpeting and bel satis-ied^;
wlm ; meeting ;^ur ' wn;^s
' tired of seeirifrtKejhbmb
-codeVtheri throw -away jfXi^
. f,!m6nb^airimed j ;v',;,sweat«w ^
; sbmbthlng ^ else,;/ If you ;hate|havirig pebpie ;^ /
¦;; judge /you &$iid^4p„^^
v prbnbuhcihg jud gment,;:ph )Othe
lwi^N6^;noii^;' - - ; '¦;;
om
! of this; Is basy, ' but It -is ^e
\
1 change wo carihavehere atC ^
! respieict thb exjp^S^
v imposing value judgbments ^bri lothers 'ls lib/ >
". :; place to 'Btart ;:f^:; /^., . '/ ;!;• ' ;./ ;ii;!;-!.;;^ ^|';'!v.!,!: " ; Z' Z ~
¦
'>. , ::-KeepJit ,:ip|yb^guy^fe:|
;y^
^¦-' meh twIes/Halk H^f ^/^f^^
. 'I/ , - - '^ ZiZ .r ZZ 'f Z Z Z •Z i Z ;^ZZZ ZZZZzZZ' - '' ZjZ iZ- Z 'Z.
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Tothe Editor:
> -,
When I read the letters to the editor in the
November 2 issue pf the ECHO, I was rudely
shocked and deeply disap pointed. I am
refering to a letter written by Chih Chien Hsu
which was-written as a-reply to Wendy
Cherubini and Gary Kimball' s letter in the
October 25 ECHO! There are three points in
Chih' s letter that I object to stron gly. . t
First , Chih claims that Gary and Wendy are
raising issues in their letters to the editor of
October 4 and 11 (to which Chih replied to on
October 18; I suggest you go back and read
these letters yourself ) in which only "a very
tiny handful of individuals on campus " are
interested and that the mam objective of
raising these issues is "to make noise for the
sake of making noise.''
One .of.th e most important things I have
learned from studying history is that all
major Apolitical ^movements striving for
justice arid freedom have started with "a very
smaU handifiid of individuals '-'raising issues
and -bringing them to the forefron t of public
'debate '.'.' : Were the people objecting ; to ilie
Holocaust, ;' Na'zisinj^ Stalin&m , McCarthyism
or the Vietnam War (to riairie , a few recent
instances) "riiaking noise for the sake of
making noise?£ I think not. I am / not
suggesting that !the issues Gar y and Wendy
have addressed in their letters are of the same
magnitude as these examples. I do. However j
believe there ' isi a cbriimott principle here in.
that small groups of people raising pert inent
issues are very important in the process of
raising aware ness among members of a
coirimuni ty, regardless of whether the
commun ity ¦is a college
campus , a nation or
¦¦'
•/ • . '
the world. ¦
The second thin g that .I object to is Chih' s
continued ; refererice to the New World
Coalition in his letters. It is true that Gary and
Wendy are members of .' the New World
Cbalitibn (N.W.C. )but /whitdoes that have ,to
do/with theirjetters and the^^ issues that aire
discussed in these letters? In. their; original
letters , Gar y and Wendy did riot mention the
N. W. C. nor did they claim to represent the N.
W .C. nor were they stat ing views and opinions
of other members of the N.W.C! Rather j they
were act ing as ind ividua ls an d stat in;g their
personal viewsand opinions ;. •/ ' :
I do nbt knbw why Cfiih continues to drag
the N; W; fr-and its / members into a
disagreement of views between himself and
Wendy and Gary ; However ^bne implication I
draw from Chlh'S references to Uie N. W. C. is
an attem pt to stereotype ; or Isolate its
members. .As a member of the N.W.C , I
resent this implication - o f "guilt by
association " (I recall the McCarthy Hearings
of the iosb' s...-) whethe r . or not it was conscibuslyintehded ;v/ : ,.' ;^ ; / ; '.-/* •::/ ¦ - ' / ,i ,/ "
The third point to which I object is Chih's
last paragraph in which he stated: "I honestl y
believe tha t most Colby studen ts are tired of
hear ing ;Gary, Wendy arid other members of
the . N.; W. C, week after ; week! criticizing
everything unde r the sun lit seems to me,
after reading this,, statement , that Chih has
taken the precar ious role of spokesperson for
tiie majority of the btudbrit body.
I find this to be a very questionable position
for Chih to assume with no basis other than
personal conject ure. However, the most
distressin g aspect of this statement is Chih's
inslriuntibn that Gar y and Wendy (arid other
members of the N.W.C ) should cease raising
issues and ! expressing views and opinions
which may run contrary to others ' views and
opinions. To "suggest that . < debits and controversy should be restrained , restricted or
eliminated runs directly against ' ? baste
freedoms guaranteed to each and everyone of
us In the Unlted States Constitution. In my
opinion threats or suggestions of threats of
this kind shouldnot and cannotbo tolerated by
any bf UB./vV /' ' /-^^
Sincerel y, ; :\v; : /)./ '!; •/ ;/ ,!•;;• ¦ ¦:;
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Benjamin P. Below ,/;; - ' .' /• ":
!!' -/' -./ ' ' ";

TotheEditor:
lam offended and sadd ened by Chih's latest
condescending dismissal of the New World
Coalition and its member s who "criticize
everything under the sun."-;In face of the
current threats to the health and welfare of
people thro ughout the world — whether it be
from radioactive contamina tion by nuclear
power plants , racist oppression and *explbitatiori in South Africa , or "rrierely " the
sexist arid racist threats to De^
there is an urgent need for a critical attitude
toward our own values and governmental
policy as well as socio-economic and political
practices through out the world. Certainly the
intent of this criticism is not condemnation for
its own sake, but rather to aid in. the defeat of
these environmental , social, and political
crimes. It seems that this common refusal by
Colby students to particip ate in critical
analysis of worldwide injusti ces and oppression perpe tuates the racism , sexism, and
selfish apathy that thrives at Colby College.
Sincerely,
KareriErdos
To theEditor:
This is aJ plea to the Colby Community to
take a good hard look at itself and the atmosphere that has been created here on the
campus. There is no place in any environment
where thinking people exist for the kinds of
irrational , intolerant , prejudiced , abusive and
violent behavior that has surfaced as of late
here at Colby. We mean to draw attention
specifically to the very real and frightening
ordeal that Debbie Nelson is going through ,
arid to the general campus atmos phere that
has allowed it to come about. Is this the kind
of environmen t in wh ich we are expecte d to
develop as open-minded , critically-thinking
perceptive individuals? How much longer can
we allow the attitudes that these actions
betra y to contam inate our commun ity? We
cannot write tliis problem off as " an isolat ed
incident ," or by saying "it' s reall y too bad but
there 's nothing we can do about it." While we
talk about the need for a more divers ified
student body, the social atmosphere at Colby
today does not accept and support tlie
diversity we have right now. Most of us have
never had to wr y about our pers onal
freedoms being v iolate d because of the wa y
we looked, spoke , or acted. But there are
people ori our own campus , r ight now , friends
of ours , who do. This sort of intolerant
thinking is like a cancer. To pretend th at it
isn't that serious , or to deal with it only
super ficially, is to allow its effects to spread.
We must seek out and identify the sourc es of
this disease and attack them at their roots . We
must face tip to the true seriousness of this
problem arid its real implications ifor the
future of Colby. And finally,
to stand. weupmust
arid do
be
something about it -^
counted , to protect the principles of human
rights thatwe believe In , to show our support
for those people whose rights have been
violated , and to refuse to tolerate any longer a
situation that has become intolerable.
Thp Cojby Inter-Fraternity Council
Tothe Editon v/

Preregistratior i for next sernbster should be done this
week. All schedules are due Friday.
To theEditor :
What is Colby coming to? I picked up last
week's issue of the Echo and what did I read
about? I read about the repeated threats on
Debra Nelson's life. Yes, pn her life; What
kind of sick mind would write threatening
notes of "Niggress Die? " These are questions
that have to be answered immediat ely. Dean
Seitzinger did make the right move in transferring Debbie to the infirmary, but that is
only a prec autionar y measure . She cannot
even make a short walk to the librar y at night
without worr ying of being assaul t ed f or a
second time.
Debbie Nelson's threa ts are not the only
rac ist attack s. Most recal l P resident Cott er 's
inaugurat ion which was scheduled to be held
on the library lawn. Unfortunately , some
brainles s being was kind " enou gh to spra y
paint "Niggers suck ," on the library wall . I
thought most rac ial incidents occurr ed in the
city; regretfully, Colby has j ust enou gh
rednecks to stir up racial problems here.
Mayb e these people or this one individual can
grow out of this childish behavior and start
act ing like an intell igent human be ing.
it is not at all surprising that minority
enrollment has dropped at Colby. I am sure
that the reason does not fall on these racial
inc idents directl y, i>ut it is certainl y a f actor
for the future erirolhhe nt of minorities. If the
integrity of the campus is to be preserved ,
immediate action should be taken on the
crackdown of racism , It can only be achieved
through the cooperation of the administration ,
faculty and students. So let us get to the
bottom of the problem.
Sincerely,
Kelly-Dodge

/ - ¦"•

Yours were goodwords , Mr. Nural ( Twisted

values , Nov. 1, p. 18). I share your sadness

and join In your guarded optimism . - But that
Is not enoughl I want to cry out, to express
how much Lam outraged by tho vile, the
villainous attacks on Miss Debra Nelson's
human and civil rights! h Such threa ts
(ECHO , Nov. 1, p, 3) will not, must riot be
tolerated at Colby ?or wherover thinking
/< - -'://v . ;
;/- /: />/;^
huinan beings exist: 11
¦
'y : i>.' ' 'y Zyy i'> ' 'ty Z: Zy Zj y Z < Z ! / :Z : ¦. ' • • ¦' ¦..,. '¦ ¦;'; < ; / v : . ">
¦
Guy T; Fllbsbf /'• // !" ' .-^V-V. • -^i,i ;. / ¦
./ ' '/
Associate Professor of French ZZ

Germs do not grow in a vacuum ; they need
a suitable environm ent. If a man maltreats
his body, letting it become malnourished and
run-down , wo tend to say that he himself is
partially responsible for his illness. So to
claim that racist and sexist threats on Debbie's llfo ore merely the work of a tew people
is to ignore the fact that the Colby community
has too long been fertile ground for ra cial and
sexual prejudice. I do not question that the
recent overt manifestations of intolerance
and narrow-mindedness are , in f act , the work
of a handful of individuals. But nor do I doubt

\

/

that the apath y so widespread around here
has made the threats , the graffiti , and the
othe r abuses more prevalent.
_
Those of us who abhor sexisrii and racism
in all forms can no longer sit by complacen tly with a "don 't-try-to ^change-me-Iwon't-try-to-change-you " social compact with
the bigoted many. I feel a sense of guilt - the
same feeling, but to a lesser degree , that
Germ a ns felt upon realizing they had watche d
their Jewish neighbo rs being carried away by
the Nazis without doing a thing about it. This
passive acceptance of the unacce pta ble
provides the fertile conditions , necessary for
germ s of intolerance to become diseases of
rac ism an d sexism, whose symptoms have
been in such sad abu ndance recently. Gettirig
r id of the one or two "sickies" will only betreat ing symptoms; the diseases and the
climate that nourishe s them will remain.
Respectfully,
J ames Trumm '81

»#

, To Nothing from Nothing:.
Well unfortunatel y, for those among you
unluck y enough to glance at th is letter I have
decided to once again break that uncodified
but well-intro jected Colby, law that says "Do
not expose thyself in the . ECHO ," this time by
writing in such a manner -however repulsive
and non (or ant i) constructive (was that
supp osed to be in "quota tion marks?" ) -as to
confuse even myself as to the "real" motives
behind , this desire to indulge in such selfserving ( popular phras e these days ) sarcasm
and semi-conscious flouting of immutable
pyscho-gr ammatical rules arid regu lations.
The previous sentence has now lost its
stamina so it is high (?) time to " get
political ," that is, to get to the real point of the s
entire pr oblem. Now what is that pr obierri?
Omigod I' ve lost my train of though t. Wait
I' ve just thought of a pr oblem here. Inequality
in room furn ishings arid dimensions because .
3rd floor Eustis is decked out with the most
lavish and luxurious and beautiful
things...yos , very well appointed , I then
hereby offer to trade for one single week my
room - complete with cot • with any Eustis >
offlcldl; willing to provide * me with living
quarters in that structure, ' ,/ '!
/' HbkTbn, I'm not seHbus. I di_n 't meai» this.
Don 't pri nt it, I don^t want thi s tb»
¦
Thanlc you, .
. '" ' . ¦/ ¦ '." '
Nariie witheid by demand

Status Quo Gott-aGo
The Colby community has a unique opportunity. The key is action. The formula for action is
i thecourage to face bur problems apd the willingness to work together.
The ECEO joins with many student organizaTionsin endorsing the "Colby Unite"statement.
We encourage all the members of the Colby community to put aside fears of involvement or
1?making mistakes and join iri the jpro cessof change.
Concurrent with our need to recognize and to act on the problerhs confronting us, we must
work with various student; faculty, and administration attitudes which may impede change.Dean Smith has noted the clear formation of divergent attitudes on campus. He explains that
while some students are working to recognize and eventually alleviate problems; a few people's
visible actions are causing additional difficult.es. He points .to last weekend's violence as an
example. Extensive damage was done to dorms, lights, and property. We must realize that the
people who would destroy community property need to be involved in any positive movements.
We all must work togetherin planning and developing the changes that will make Colby a
better community. The first step is to get everyone, from the "Saturday night windowbreaker" to the ''Sunday iriorning grinder" concerned about Colby. Until then, no "Colby
Unite"proposal will be effective.
Faculty and administration must also become actively involved in improvement efforts.The
tendency to blindly maintain the status quo must be overwhelmed; everyone in this college
needs to wholeheartedlywantto recognize and deal with problems if we are to succeed.
We, as a community, can ihakejfColby Unite" work.
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SilenceIs &rokeit

Editor-in-Chief '
ManagingEditor
Lucy P. Nichols

'- : - ;-' ' ../ '

Trudi Chase, Nancy Perry, Sue Pierce, and Lany Torres, as members of the Women's Group -¦ ¦
We will no longer remain silent. The silence well knowri that female representatipn.on the ,
has gone for far too long. It is a silence that Colby faculty is very low. Not only does this- *-,
hides a growing sickness. A woman student leave women students with few positive roley/
has once again become victim of this silence^/ models, it further? iUtKtriates .Colby's
The disgusting threats made against Debra characteristic inability to recognize their1,
Nelson are not only racist but sexist as well, responsibility to seek put qualified womeri :
and we condemn discrimination of any kind. teachers. And when they dp find them, why
These threats display a frightening hatred of don't the women stay? The! : silence,
women. The authorities have not explored the surrounding this issue is deafening.' 1
origins : of this hatred, but instead, have
Again and again we are led back to the fact
removed Debra Nelson Jo the infirmary, that women are -not taken seriously; It is
further disrupting her life. Why is no one painful to realize that both men and woriien
asking what really lies behind these threats? share this, attitude: Every woman who parWill she stay in the infirmary forever? tiapatbs ih putting down women loses in a big
Obviously not, but what no one wants to face is way ; in denying other woriien, slie ultimately
the fact that violence against women at Colby denies herseK. Every one of us must answer"
is a natural outgrowth of the general attitude to this continual disre^ni of womeri. Hbre
towards women at Colby and in society , at are somb things to remember: for every light
large/ All women are threatened by this at- on campus: that is destroyed,-woriien are ;
titude which denies women full rights as forced to w^lk in darkness and fear; For every
a¦
human beings. • ,,. .¦¦/.
"
s
sexist joke or de^ading rerriark, there are
We are second-class citizens here*--wqmen women rriade tb feelstupid and worthless. For ;
students, workers, and professors all suffer each class in which a professor iritimiidates'a i
from the same oppression . There is a per- woman stu dent,; there is one more woman who
sistent, insidious refusal by ; the campus will never venture an opinion again; Even if
community to take women seriously. For you don't feel ybu'vb ever been wronged ,example, Colby has in the past offered think of those who have. Think of the women 7
rewards for information about those who athletes who see their needs->lwaytf put ;
vandalize property. Why can 't iney offer second to the meh's'. Think of the woman who
rewards for information about attacks ori is afraid to be alone iii the locker roorii. Think
women? Perh aps th ere is a f ear that evidence of 'toe; woniari professor, struggling for the*
will indicate that attackers are members of riespect of "students arid coUeajaies f Think of?
the,.-, Colby community. Is property or all the ways women are put down everyday,!
reputation more important than a person? aridhOw women mustf ight for recogriitibn;
Maybe, if that person is a woman. Women
It isn't easy; to. break the cphspiracy i of
fear for their, own safety ( and with good silence. /Calling
reason), but Instead of receiving real support, haters ," or , "queers''!is a!ddibewte attempt ;
we're told in essence, to stay in our rooms and to . silence women - Wbriieri:;$^
only venture out at night with a; "babysitter." sources of 'their, oppresslbri can expect
is! tb be^ ^;
What!
off
if
people
would
be
so
much
better
We
Intoldated^ah^ taiinteiC
it ithat; /
would share our concerns and listen , to our makes wbmein^cba t^
ideas-women really can take care
Our ^
¦ qf¦ them:
selves. . ' ;., . -///,</¦ ,!,/// -;'::* ¦ <:;. :¦ '. !/:¦;: ;.; jofcb. We're
riot laui^
They call us f^girls " and treat us like in- nice or remain silent, there! is a defiriite'
fants. We're not "girls," -we're women, sexism ;at Colby that negates; the value! of !
woriien struggling to; believe that being women: arid by Its indifference, condones the
female isn't a sign of deficiency. It's hard to sickness Mt empts into violence;;Men are ;
overcome a long history of being put down hurt by the sexism too:.either they buy Into
because you 're a !' girl, ''. likev thb%bmen the oppression arid lose,part of themselves or
discouraged' from going :into science (un** they join the oppressed and earn the scorn of
ladylike),' the women stigmatized:for loving ' those ih'power./-';/-^
sports (too butch),,the worrieri receiving less • "We can !t allow the slierice and the sickness
pay because ^She'll just get i married and to continue. Wc niust stand a 'sw itnesses arid . ,
leave." This trend <; continues unabated at not ;be: afraid,toi speak' upiih ;,;thbv ,face|of „ :
Coiby;andlt cheatetib;terrn)ly.,« !; /: i ;v ZZZ lncquallt}bs or even-threats. Yfbmen arid mbn
^
Colby Is male-dominated. The social life are bothXrbsp^
revolves almost totally ,around ; the frater- mbsphbre ; oh cbmpiis^ The security systerii i ,
nities, yet the.. sororities have ho power In mM serve tho needs^of women adbfluatory^. gj
comparison-nevermind a house. The faculty and fairly^!Thewpmbri atColby w ill .not ^tarid Z ™
and administration la overwhelmingly molei by passively, foreyer-we are• serious ) ^d[ ( :
The few females in this system either become mpah to be taken serlouslyy Thlnk abbut it arid '¦
?!bne of" the boys,"> or island- alohe;/The ';fight baek,;
/ ^¦
inequalities in the system are shocking; Itis Z ZZZZzZ-ZZZZ
/;/ '¦' ;v! / ' < Z'P 'ZXZ^Z 'W^'Z,
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(lettm continuedfrom p ag eseventeen)
To theEditor : ' "
Since-the beaming of this semester , there
have been several artic les and commentaries
in the ECHO .addressi ng the ' issue of oppression of South African Black s and whether
or hot Colby should divest itself of holding
(stock) of corporations that do busines s in
South Africa. The argument for divestment is
that these corporations , by - continuing to
operate in South Africa and pay taxes to the
present- oppressive regime that rifles South
the continuanc e; and
Afriw ^areTsuppp
legitimacy of these inhumane practices. One
view that I found tb te quite premlent in the
articies 'and ;co1^^ tari j» ;'-3;.tiiat tiiie' decision
' ori.diyiesta
ultimately be made on
the htasis - Of morality. The authors ; contend
that^ Colby, as a liberal arts institution , must
denounce : the oppression of people as beanga n
inhumane and unaccep table practice foi *a
government y. (or any :cother ; group . or individual ) to undertake; Div^tment is considered to be one mean s of carrying " out this
denouncenient pubjic iy; I !fully agree with
these statements !• (and immediate divestment) , however , I would like to auctio n the
seemingly indiscriminate use of the concept
of morality. /: . .// / ' :!;/, / : :; -¦¦!. "'/ / ; \.
" I d o not understand how people can condemn oppression and label it as unacceptable
and then cbri^ume^animai fliesh-a product of
one/of the most oppressive , xcruel - and
irAumane / systerris eyer% conceived , by
0 mankind. " Millions:of helpless animals are
slaughtered and consumed every year. These
animals are brought into the world , it seems,
for/the sole/purpose of Ibeing is
fattened
mean ,
slaughtered ^and eaten-is this what
t
by¦ freed pn_ and mora lity? . - "/ ¦ . , . ' / - irZ..! . " '/ "
^ toat this op'.Of course , '_ am not arguing
pression !and :sjaughter . bf animals can be
equated with the oppression of people, but -I
- am "ar guing that ' the concept' of morality
shotdd ribt « be ^arbitrarily implemen ted by
individuals . We cann ot flush away the issues
we do not want ;tp 'face. The vegetarianiss ueis
real arid riiusr ^be considered by Myone "who
considers hiriiseif^ or herself " mora l. " . There
is another moral argument ,that supports
vegetarianism even further /This argumeh tis
based bh the riiorality of produ cing meat in a
C# world where millions of people are starving.
The consumption of rnea t is one of thie!least
. efficieiit methods of obtainirig proteiri for
human bein ^ with resp ^tto
. is needed to fatten nieat yielding animials. For
exan*t>le; !seyen - !pburidV oiL;usable grain
protein is used to produ ce one pound Of usabl e
meat protein f. Furthenribi'e , the belief that
meat is the "best" source of protein is a myth ,.
There ,are ; riiany other foods ;(and especially
combinat ions*of other ; fobo^s^ ¦that actually
haye more usable protein per. pound than
: meat. vVJben we accept that millions of people
are starying ali' oyer toe world and that meat
consum pt ion is. ver y waste ful , cait .we.;. ' cb>i_tinue tp eat meat ,..perso nally, I refuse to be a
huma u^rave yani or a;?i»rticipaht .in this
wasteful system!! ! ' ' Z ZZZy ^Z:; ZZ Z::~ ,. /
/ I/realize -I haveVriot given an extensive
presentation of the facts involved in this issue ,
hot ; my purpose iii writ ing this
r bill tha t is
•v
letter ; Rather , I amasking you all to corisider
the points "I haye raised;! lam looking forward
' ' '¦'to stelrig your replies ,
'
ZZZ Z •;",:Z0$' ¦!- Z-yZ ' . 1 Sincerely , / Z\ZZ .„• !;!Vi' . -^ 'V. ¦ ' !¦ ! "< ./ . '/;//
'
!¦
- . Jon ^toari-R psenthat ^P ^ZZp' - J ^y Zyy Z p z Z
! : ;-TatoeEdfe
i Since flime ' iriinie
' !ot^snV,mllietifJ iiav^ to ^
iiicxbrablb ; ye
; debates: ;! cari ^ithbre "bxistfVin J ^tiie hiirivari
' » cohclbusness or that of any centicnt being, the
7
d possibility of a square circle? At first , the
reply seems obvious; circles and squa res are
mutually exclusive phenomena ., But not so
fast Euclid. This is the modem age and
recently there ' has. developed a school of
thought which , through the utilization of

commutative physics and mpr phogenic logic,
has been able to transform this age-old query
into " a somewhat /more esoteric enigma. That
i-,;!can: there exist a^ circitfar square? AUdw;
me to elucidate this (lifferentiation. A square
circle would _Mtura _y corisist of a rhomboid
configuration 'whose^sides were arranged in
such;a way as to aUoVno corners; wijereas a
circular square could obviously have as its
components a! variet y of .identical curves
connected imjformly around a given point yet
contrivin g ttienoselyes conjointl y in ; an
,r : --; : f :!/
angular fashion. '- '// ;' •'!
The discovery of. these disparate definitions
how allows toe debate to continue in a substantially more deductive and dialectical
dire ction /At long last , modern thinkers are
free to ascertain the meaning of. what was
once riot only less equivocal, but at one point
altogethe r uridefinable. / It bdiboves us as
intellectuals to str ive for gains of similar pith
and moment , never ceasing our struggle in an
upward , progression
toward structure and
¦
precision . - ' . . 'V' / 7" "'/. . —/ , ZZ ZZ '- " ' '/' _ ,- ¦
Three cheers for modern science and
hiphiph virray for the perrenial pomposity of
' ;;.
progress. / !' ,
Unrectifiably yours , v
GarySmith . . .;. „• ¦
"
'
»
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To the Editor :
Td like to/be gin by thanking all nay
professors for so ener getically filling me with
their wordly knowled ge. I'd also like to thank
the administrati on for structuring my
education at this fine institu tion of liberaVarts
so that I acquired a broad ran ge of knowledg e
as well as specializing in one field of particular interest Finally, I'd like to expres s my
deepest appreciation to the Board of truste es
for investin g my parerits ' mbriey in fine
corporatio ns, particularly *i;he ones in/South
Africa , so that our profits could be reinvested
in building Colby to be the prestigious in/;
stitutiori it is. ¦
v'
If I-hadn 't been forced to sit throu gh so
many C lectures arid become the passive ,
unquestioning ' person I aril , arid if T hadn 't
adopted my professors '/values as my own, I
may have developed a crea tive, questionin g
and eanalytical mind. Thank God ; that didn 't
happen! Arid surely if the administratto ri
didn 't have all of the ; requirements ,
guidelines, rul es, regulat ions an d count less
author ity figures to keep me in line I may
have become an acad emic or social deviant.
Just think of/ the horror if I could really
concentrate on a few courses that I wa s real ly
interested in , and really. ' feel as thou gh I had
learned a:, a lot. I don 't know about the rest of
you but I'd rather have a vague knowledge of
man y thin gs, than a thorou gh knowle dge of a
few things. The academic pressure exerted on
me fortunatel y kept me from engag ing In
frivolous outside activities like cultural life,
Firially, if we hadn 't had such responsible
and concerned people on the :Board of
Trustees (Right on John Veilleux!), my
parents ' money Couldn 't have been used to
exploit the majorit y of the world 's population ,
arid take what we, as Americans , need to keep
America stron g/The trus teescare abou tus, If
the y didn 't , then they,wouldn 't be in constant
contact with us students , exchanging ideas
and storles. : ;! ¦!¦ - .;/.v ^ .; Z z Z - r Z yZ Zz Z
I ! can't understand these - discontented
students who question autho rity, If authority
wasn 't right , it wouldn't be there . We majr
heed a re form or two, but that can be done ,
through the system ; Everythin g must
of be done
channels
power.
established
throii ^
That 's j ust "the way itis. If sorriething is really
wrong!.it ;' ::can -be /handled « thr ough the
established! channels of pbwef;;.walt , a
threa ten, | the
minute. ;,wouldn 't /• that
't
the
way
to do it...maybe
system..i-o that Isn
revolutlon...oh forget it,' it's not important
onywayr
Patrioticall y yours ,
Gary Kimball

i

r

Photoby Frank Howell
include those witii dark skins? is it riot equally
important to ask that those with the other
For the last month or so,. the Colby various different tints be given special congrapevine has been buzzing not with gossip sideration? We do not want to have such a
and trivia about who left the Pub with whom heterogenous college that we clash.
Saturday night , but with bitter , deep-seated
complaints. We're part of the "questioning " Uncertainly,
generat ion and th at 's what wev'*ve been doing. Paul J ohnson
We're questioning ; Students , faculty, and
var ious " commit t ees" - we've all questioned To the Editor ,
arid criticized the school's aca demic an d
I would like to apologize to any member of
admissions policies, administrative and
" New Worl d Coalition ',1 who might have
the
student apath y, as well as studen t depress ion ,
been
offended by my mentionin g the
anx iety and v iolence. But the time for ta lk ing organization
in my letter to the editor apis past. It' s tiriie to overcome apathy /get off
pearing
in
the
1 issue of the ECHO. My
_____
AND DO- SOMETHING. Dick cr iticism was Nov.
y0Ur
ma
i
nl
y directed at certa in
Sinapi and Phil Lee can't do it alone. To Individuals who also happened
conquer C olby's complex problems is going to of toe "New World Coalition , " to be members
take a lot. We need everyone's help.
my mistake if people took the wordin g
Administration and students: Will you listen? ofItmyIsletter
to bea criticism of all members of
Can you hear? Prove it.
that organ ization. But I stand by any and all
other statements I made in that an d all past
Sincerel y,
letters. , . . .
Kat ie Wheeler
To the Editor:
Sincerel y,
. ¦¦ ' l '
Things that puzzle me:
Chih Chien Hsu
To the Editor:

1) Why is it that financial aid students , led to
believe that jobs were available , find them selves unable to receive adequate hours to
make up the money that the school had ta ken
away from them initia lly, as they were to
have campus jobs ? It is difficult to be helped,
2) Why is it that the College prints in the
bulletin tha t , "Pla giarism , cheat ing and other
forms of academ ic dishonesty are serious
offenses ," but still permi ts the students
caught flagrantl y cheating on a history test to
pass the course? !Perhaps It all depends on
how one play's the game.
. ' _; v _
;.)Why ii it'that all of President Cotter 's
talk " ¦. ' on / increasing
concerned
the
lietcrogenebus of the college seems to only
'

¦ '
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All letters must bb signed and submitted by
Monday , evening. Names will be withheld
upon request. Althou gh the Colby ECHO attempts to publish as many letters as possible,
we may print only a representative letter if
we receive several concernin g one topic of
interest.
/
Correct ion
In the Oct, 25th issue of the ECHO , an article on EPC appeared on page one in which
Cotter was quoted as saying " at facult y
meotihgsv tho move to adjourn seems to be the
most popular motion... " The statement should
read "at facult
¦¦ ¦ y meetings, the move to
• ¦¦
l -nhle..."

Thursday? November-8, ,1979

This statement was drafted by a group of
over 75 students from all sides and parts of
campus. It does not include proposalsbecause
we believe that first there must be a community consensus that there are serious
problems facing Colby and that change is
¦
necessary. -/
;//. :- ' -'/
We hope this statement represents the
beginning of a ; united effort to confront
Colby's problems and to create new and effective ways- to work together as a community.
/•. !:/
. On Monday, Nov. 12, at 9:00 PM in Given
Auditoriurri, there will be a community
meeting to address the problems and issues
raised -m this statement and to develop
directives and proposals for change. All
concerned members of the Colby community
are invited to atterid.
Colby College's mission, first and foremost,
is to provide for a challenging and spirited
coUege communitywhich will free individuals
to "find and fulfill their;unique potential;"
which willinstill a (^estioning, searching and
creative spirit; which will promote . the' formation of- self"-confident, self-aware individuals who know who they are arid what
they believe in. / '¦/ ' • / /'
Yet dissatisfaction, disunity and a lack of
pride have persisted and intensified on this.
campusin recent years./ /
/
The foiloWirig statement,, founded upon a
fundamental belief in Colby 's mission and the
great potential of the Colby College community, attempts to identify the problems and
issues toa^ we - as a college - must confront if
we are tohonor Colby's mission;
Colby College has naturally and necessarily
been concerned with the perpetuation, expansion and improveirient of .itself as an institution. However; we have become preoccupied with the promotion of our reputation as
a "highly competitive college" and we have
become too reliant upon a stringent,
systematized and sterile set of criteria - the
number of Ph. D.'s on the faculty, grade point
averages/ the number of graduate school
acceptances, and an excessively rigid
standard of admissions - for evaluating the
quality of a Colby education. In the process,
we have lost sight of our mission and we have
abandoned the most important component of
a liberal arts education: the student.
The problems at Colby today can be seen as
a direct outgrowth of the institution's defining
education in terms of impersonal objective
"stand ards" that fall to recognize and, in fact,
deny the growth of the student as an Individual.
/
.Academics
.The Colby community has the capacity to
have a challeriging and spirited
intellectual
-/ '¦ '/ - '/ • '¦':¦
atmosphere.
The ills of our present atmosphere- evident
In a lack of questioning and a general malaise
- stem not from a lack of potential, but rath er
from our relianceupon a system that does not
tap our human and institutional resources.We
have come to rely tobmuch upon a centralized
arid standardized system of requirementsand
accreditation for directing and enforcing the
quality of our education.
/ \
Reliance upon this system has become an
inadequate substitute for reliance upon the
human elements of creativity, commitment,
JteadeMhip, ! individuality and trust. ,!,Fpr
example, reliance u pon the system usui-ps the
student's/! right and responsibility^ ! to
creatively shape his or her education according ; to his or her goals and -unique
potential, and eliminates the need ' for toe
advising ihat would accompany that process.
Students learri to fociis riot on 'why they' are
taking a particular course. but on whether
¦ or
not it will fulfill their requirements. : ¦!^; '/;.Students come;to rely {too often upon i the
system and its symbols (grades, credits,
d. ^scripts) r for motivation,
iJLP-iA.*..i>n
instead' of examhiing and developing their
own comm itments. In this atmosphere,

grades, instead of learning, become an end in
themselves. Often cheating becomes a means
to these ends (cheating is never a means to
' ¦ ' ¦ '-[
learnmg) .Z Z y
Students coihe to associate '^education"
with succeedingin a system and getting the
"right answer" at whatever cost. Conformity
and the "rightanswer", become more important than creatively experimenting with
and questioning the process of learning.
The system's dependence upon large
quaritlties_qf J'meas^able'/work results In
students having a disproportionally small
amount of time and energy for the less
tangible, yet essential, tasks -of creatively
analyzing and synthesizing subject matterr
Ultimately, relying upon the-, system
produces and encourages superficial and
disjointed deal_ngs ,with subject matter The
student
devotes " his
energies , to
ahswer"
rather
"regurgitating" the "right
than, to integrated and synthesized learning
that will lead to self-understanding and
,
/
questioning;
¦
- ' . . ¦ ; /' ' : ' - ' ¦ Faculty

. .. ¦

•'

Present student dissatisfaction stems not
from deficiencies in the faculty's capabilities
but rather from the presence of a system
that ultimately constrains students and
professors alike. /-;-/// .
For example, the present system requires
that full-time faculty teach six courses per
year. Teachers: find 'themselves without
enough tirixe to adequately prepare for
classes, let alone counsel students,Z pursue
research, and take an active interest in the
Colby community;
The 'present credit requirements lead to
overcrowding in classes. A teacher, faced
with a large class, often is left with no
alternative but to>adopt a style of teaching
that relies mostly upon lectures. Lecture-style
We have become preoccupied with
the promotion of our reputation as
a "highly competive college" and
we have become too reliant upon a
stringent , systematized and sterile ..:'
set of criteria...
classes result in student passivity and the
atrophy of the ability to challenge and
criticize. Rather than feeling like he or she
has uniquely contributed something to .the
class, the student feels that he or she has
made no difference ata lL ^_ ______ ._ __._ ._ .._ _.
Systematic gufde_ines such'as the grading
system, mandatory use of departmenta l
exams and rigid regulations concerning final
examinations lead" to student arid faculty
conformity, and require the professor to
devote bis or her time and energies to the
fulfillment of administrative and departmental criteria that are , riot necessarily
relevant to the learning experience. As a
result of f aculty not .being able to devote
enough time to student needs, the quality of
education is going to suffer.
Th ese problems are accentuated by a
tenure system that guarantees security: only
to those faculty who publish extensively andor possess Ph.D.'s. Other qualities, such as
possessing a background of worldly experiences; the ability to challenge and at the
same time inspire students, and 1 an active
interest in counseling and advising must be
criteria
for
weighted as equally important
¦
;:
'
"
,
system
tenure
ten _L°
Otoerwlse
the.
.
,]
_~
"becomes V further iricehtlve for. conformity
and adherence to structural guidelineswhibh
arei riot necessarily beneficial to the learning
experience, The resultis a faculty which looks
good bh paper but does riot necessarily meet
student or faculty desires for iriore creativity,
depth arid time for understanding each other.
;i
Elnallyi we 1 must address the prbblerir of
teriiifed faculty who liave lost incentive -.
faculty, who receivei corisistoi^y negative
evaluations from students aridyet doiiot seek
to improve their teaching.; ^ / ! What Is needed' is a 1 studen^-facultj;
comrhUriity which promises security for

faculty, but promotes 'educational objectives
that , reflect actual student-faculty needs
rather than administrative and departmental
guidelines.
Narrow, highly standardized admissions
requirements have produced homogeneous
student body composed overwhelmingly of
upper-middle class whites. The predominant
values of this , socio-economic .group,
achievement of success, status, and prestige,
are well,suited for improving the college's
ratings in terms of objective standards, such
as; G.P- A;'s arid the number of graduate
school acceptances. But, aithough these
values are not inherently bad, they are
.. / ,;./;,' .;, > - ' ;
limiting.:- ' An increased emphasis on personal
qualities such as leadership arid creativity,
m addition to objective standards of admissions, will broaden our college experience
with a diversity of interests arid talents! More
important, -.this, de-eihphasis of standardized
means of admissioh . will .improve ..the racial,
and socio-economic balance"'/- an improvement urgently needed.
: !¦/ ; ' '
Present student dissatisfaction stems v
not from deficiencies in the faculty 's
capabilities but rather fro m the presence of a system that ultimately constrains students and professors alike.
A student body with an ethnic, racial and
socib-econoiriic mix more representative of
society creates a healthy college community
which promotes a dynamic interchange of
values a'rid,ideas. As students are confronted
with-value systems differerit from their own,
they2 feel their beliefs challenged. Such a
college enyiroriment promotes critical selfreflection and analysis; it prompts a student
to qtiestibri his or her own values and beliefs
rather than merel^reiirforcing them .
The college's present recruitment of a
homogeneous student body and its emphasis
on measuring academic.excellence in terms
of test scores and grades - its ultimate means
of success" is not providing students with the
stimulating atmosphere of diversity we need
to realize, our potential as individuals. The
lack of a questioning environment and
"standardized" measures of "success"
promote the idea of education as a ^'rite of
passage," as a means to an end: a good
paying job, but does nothing for the encouragement of learning for the sake of
knowledge; self-awareness and growth..;
Rather than feeling like;he or she has
uniquely contributed, something tb;' .^
class , the student feels that he or she^
has made no difference at all.
.!

no effective action has been taken or even
proposed to rectify the problem. A Colby professor was refused tenure in
1978,'not becausehe was an ineffective or poor
teacher, but because he had not measured up
to the "standards" of the college: he Had not
acquired a Ph. P.. A large number of students
petitioned against this decision, but to no,
_._
avail.
hi 1969, after the occupation of the chapel by,
a Black student group, the college pledged
itself to the goal of increasing minority admissions. Subsequently-the college set up the
necessary bureaucratic structure including a
minority recruiter to':iricrea%':^e,riiinbrity7
population ofr theeOllega Afterten yjeJai.
only has mmorityadiriissibris riotincreased; ithas actually dechned;;/ Not/ one / Black
American is in this year's freshmanclass./¦;>
In light of th_s^sceriari6,^rie;r_iust.questibn
the sincerity of the collegeih acting upon"the
expressed concerns of smderite/Ti^
time again the college has;disregardedvthe
concerns of students infavbr of its concern for
Colby's reputation as a : ''competitive"/irir
stitution. Furthermore; student needs have
repeatedly been subordinated to the needs of a
centralized arid- standardized systena. One
must wonder whether eyerii a new pfesident
coriirriitted to positive changes -in both admissions and academics cari; haye;atty real
effect when confronted witii iristitutibnali_ed
goals indeed the president has alreadystated
that "the weight of the arguinentiwiU be ori
theside of those favoririg ridchange.- ' '¦;;
In light of this scenario , on^ must ;!
question the sincerity of the college "
in acting upon the expressed concerns;
of. the-students;/-/ !; / ZzZZZZ- ' ZZzy -z Z .
Student; acquiescence ;to the present
educational system coritfibutbs "to. !?. 'the
deterioration of:: the Equality ^ of a ^JCofby
education. ' ."/ ' '"Z.ZZ: Zy Z .ZZZ- Z ' ZZZZ
A system that rewards "self-seryirig '/arid
"conforming" attitudes does lead to apathy.
And growing apathy has .produced a lack " of
questioning arid a !general riiakise, as well as
a certain "mindlessness'-in bur academic as
well as in pur social lif err •/! ! :: H/ / .
A history of college rejection of student
input has; produced alieriation. -/ alienation
that, in. extreme cases; has taken
/ ; the form
¦".- !" ;-( of
' - : ' ''
violence and destruction.^
But if we, the students of Colby College,
want to/change the college,7;to assert!the
importance of human qualitiesliover
sterile
_tandards ,- to/assert .the . ^Ort of the . individual Over toe-rapersbnar values of: the
system, then !!we must
~ ,/at
confront self-serving, a^^ ^
ourselves and in the college coriamunity.! / ' !
It is our rigftt and ourof;responsibilify, :;as .
students and as meri^bers tWs communityV!
to confrbrit the problems and issues which face)
us.'-! We call ; uport the Colby ' College Conimuriity - students';/ facultyi administration,
trustees andfalumni^
changes; riecesisary ' ifor lis ; to: build? a
challerifelng arid'spirlted college corriinur
iity!
^ College;
which will honor, the iriission oif Colby
and In whichwecan beproud^ - - ZZj [ :-ZZ2ZZ'.
.;: ' • '¦ ;;// ../ ;. // 'Endb)rseriients^:;;/::.;:/ .^
E^cutive;, Coinmittee•"j. of |5the - Student
Assoclatibri/;;-".'¦'' ¦ ://- '' .' :' .'''/-'- '- '^ Z<Z^;^ZZ' Z
' :Zr^.
C(iT^. E C ^ZZ Zy '-^
: ZZZZZZ^
Inter^faterrtity,Council'ZZUZ 'ZZ ZZ^ZZFk
Studentyudictyry / ;*;!!^
Wbnaert's'Orgariizatiori-l/; z^^z-z^Z^C'f t . - Z
N*^Worid.CMHtto^
:i ':.
Ihterhatibnal Relations Club 'Z y ZZZZZzZZZZ
Student: ¦Organization
for Black
and Hispanic
y
¦
Unity-' - ¦: . . / /; :-/ / ,-;/ . --: - -. ,/^ v^Z^y .-; - '/- .
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The" significance ' of th e concerns an d
grievances outlined in this statement lies not
in singular and isolated inadequacies, but
rather in bur basic failure; as a coUege^to
produce a challenging and spirited college
community in .which all segments share in
feelings of responsibility,influence arid pride.
' We believe that; directly ^related to this
failure is a system of decision making at
Colby thait has repeatedlyfailed to recognize
and act upon the concerns ¦ and Ideas i of
students. At best the system has produced,
categorized and isolated proposals:that have
been defeated by faculty or trustee, without
ever really addressing the problems and
1 students have long
Inadequacies¦ that
¦
irecognized. •"• ' //"?*.;// . " .;." .piv/' /// / v. .- .
In' 1974, despite a student 1 referendum;in
which 1 1203 of the'1428 who -voted expressed,
dlssatisfaction wlto 'th e current systcnn of 120
credit hours required for graduation, all attempts to alter the nature and Intensity of the
academic';WQrk load were defeated; by/the
faculty, Infl^^lj ^ln-cbntrbryHo expressed
student preference)^, the faculty; voted- to
:Rho . / v v;^ :/:/;;• Zy fZ^^Z Z ih
forbid the use of the pass-fail for required Kappa ,l^te
lAlphii4;,
;, ZZZZZy ^
,
t>pnda
Ch
i
ZZzZ^ zzZZm^
ago
after
months
courses. Nearly six months
Rnm
ito^
f Z.vriA.:^^
of deliberation the /'Educational;; policy t
;^^!, ,
Committee issued a report which concluded mimim
that current requirements are excessive, yet ZbtaPsl /^:/.!;; '"*:^>f- .: '- vi' :- .'i-A, {<ZZZZ - ZZZ.uZ i
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